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Mike Byers, Publisher & Editor, Welcomes You!

TM

Welcome to Mint Error News Magazine, bringing the latest mint error news and 
information to the collector. This is our 15th year bringing you both an online PDF 

magazine and the Mint Error News website. There are over 1,200 articles, features, 
discoveries, news stories with mint error related info from the United States and around the 
World. Our website, minterrornews.com, has become the most popular and informative 
Internet resource for mint errors and is read by thousands of dealers and collectors.

Over the last 20 years with the advent of the internet millions of collectors have flocked 
to online auctions and dealer websites.  Many people connect to various online forums 
and clubs to share knowledge and learn about Mint Errors. Everyone, including dealers, 
collectors and even investors have instant access to information as never before. The 
Mint Error market has experienced an explosion in collector interest over the last 20 years.

Time and again, rare and unique Mint Errors in the numismatic market have made 
headline news. Authentication and certification of Mint Errors is now commonplace. In 
1991, ANACS was the first to authenticate, grade and encapsulate major Mint Errors. In 
1999, PCGS and NGC began certifying Mint Errors. Major Mint Errors are now pursued, 
collected and traded just like patterns, territorial Gold, colonials and other interesting 
segments of numismatics.

In 1975, I purchased a 1900 Indian Head Cent struck on a $2 1/2 Indian Gold blank 
planchet for $7,750 at a major coin auction.  That price ranked among the top five ever 
realized for a Mint Error that few dealers or serious collectors would even consider. At that 
time price guides for Mint Errors were nonexistent and today that Indian Head Cent struck 
in Gold is certified MS65 by PCGS and is valued at six figures.
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TM

Mike Byers (mikebyers.com) is president of Mike Byers Inc. He has 
been a professional numismatist for over thirty-five years. He is one 
of the largest dealers handling U.S. Gold Coins, Patterns and Rarities 
certified by PCGS and NGC. He has handled major coin collections 
and attends every major coin convention. Mike Byers carries an 
extensive inventory as well as solicits want lists and is always looking 
to purchase fresh inventory and collections. You can visit Mike Byers 
and view his rarities at the ANA, Central States, FUN show and the 
Long Beach Coin Expo.

Mike Byers was a consultant to ANACS for Mint Errors from 2000 to 2006. He is also the Owner, 
Publisher and Editor of Mint Error News Magazine and the Mint Error News Website that was founded 
in 2003. In 2009, Mike Byers published his first book, World’s Greatest Mint Errors, which received the 
NLG Award for Best World Coin Book and is available on Amazon.

Mike Byers
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Heritage Auctions is the largest collectibles auctioneer 
and third largest auction house in the world, as well as 
the largest auction house founded in the U.S. We are 
also the undisputed Internet leader in our field, with 
more than 1 million online bidder-members registered on 
HA.com. This loyal and growing community of collectors 
is a testament to the usefulness of our website, our 
reputation for professional business practices and our 
vast expertise in the field of art and collectibles.

Established in 1976, Heritage offers a wide range of 
U.S. & World Coins, Rare Currency, Fine & Decorative 

Art, American Art, Illustration Art, Vintage Comic Books & Comic Art, Movie Posters, Entertainment & 
Music Memorabilia, Jewelry & Timepieces, Vintage & Couture Handbags, Sports Collectibles, Historical 
& Political Memorabilia, Rare Books & Manuscripts, American Indian Art, Air & Space Memorabilia, Civil 
War Memorabilia, Vintage & Contemporary Photography, Nature & Science Specimens, Fine and Rare 
Wine, URL domain names and other Intellectual Property, Luxury Real Estate and more.

Mint Error News Consultants

TM

Mike Byers is the Publisher and Editor of Mint Error News. 
Consultants to Mint Error News are numismatic experts recognized 
worldwide including Heritage Auctions, Dave Camire, Ron Guth, 
Marc Crane, Andy Lustig, Saul Teichman, Michael Faraone, Steven 
Contursi, Jeff Ylitalo, and Fred Weinberg (retired).
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Dave Camire is considered an authority on modern 
minting technology and production, specializing in mint 
errors and Chinese coins. He has visited many mints, 
both domestically and internationally, which is not only 
insightful but useful in his role as NGC Modern World 
Coin Grader and Finalizer. His knowledge of the minting 
process is helpful in distinguishing mint defects from 
damaged coins and establishing a coin’s authenticity 
and grade.

Dave co-authored the 100 Greatest U.S. Error Coins 
and has contributed to such numismatic publications as 
Coin World (honored with being listed as one of the 100 
Most Influential People), COINage, Numismatic News, 
The Numismatist and the Red Book. He has been 
featured on National Public Radio (NPR) and seen on 
Good Morning America and the Discovery Channel.

Dave is also President of Numismatic Conservation Services (NCS). With his knowledge and 
expertise in coin conservation, he has been an active volunteer at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
Museum of American History, helping to preserve the National Numismatic Collection and 
establishing key numismatic displays at the museum. A collector at heart, he has been collecting 
since he was 13 years old.

Dave Camire is a Consultant to Mint Error News for Mint Errors, Patterns and Die Trials.

Mint Error News Consultants

TM

Dave Camire
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Ron Guth is a recognized authority on United States and German 
coins. He is a licensed Certified Public Accountant who has been 
involved professionally in numismatics for over fifty years as a collector, 
dealer, researcher, and writer. His books and articles have earned 
numerous awards, including the American Numismatic Association’s 
Heath Literary award and the Olga & Wayte Raymond awards, the 
Numismatic Literary Guild‘s Best Numismatic Investment Book and 
Best Book of the Year awards, and the Professional Numismatic Guild‘s 
Best Book of the Year award. In 2003, Ron received the prestigious 
President’s Award from the American Numismatic Association in 
recognition of his numerous contributions to numismatics. In 2021, 
Coin World named Ron as one of the Top Ten Most Influential People 
in Numismatics for the sixty-year period from 1960-2020.

Ron created the CoinFacts website (now PCGS CoinFacts) in 1999 and sold the website to Collectors 
Universe in 2004 (where it is now presented as PCGS CoinFacts. Ron served in various capacities at 
Collectors Universe, including Director of Numismatic Research, President of the Professional Coin 
Grading Service, and President of PCGS CoinFacts.

Currently, Ron serves as proprietor of GermanCoins.com and as Chief Investigator at the Numismatic 
Detective Agency, where he provides expert provenance on high-end coins. Ron Guth is a Consultant 
to Mint Error News for Patterns and Die Trials.

Mint Error News Consultants

TM

Mike Faraone is the owner of Mike Faraone Rare Coins in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
He previously was a grader at PCGS for 12 years after 11 years at ANACS.

He has taught grading at the ANA Summer Seminar for twenty years. Mike 
has lectured on Mint errors and Counterfeit protection at numerous coin shows 
across the country. He is a previous president of the National Silver Dollar 
Roundtable and served as editor of the NSDR Journal for over twenty years. 
Mike can be reached via e-mail at: mfaraone@hotmail.com.

Mike Faraone is a Consultant to Mint Error News for Mint Errors, Patterns and 
Die Trials.

Ron Guth

Mike Faraone
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Mint Error News Consultants

TM

Andy Lustig has been dealing in U.S. and World Coins since 1975 
and has attended more than 2,000 coin shows and auctions.

Andy is the co-founder of the Society of U.S. Pattern Collectors 
(uspatterns.com). He has been a member of the Professional 
Numismatists Guild (PNG #614) since 2005. He is a member of 
NGC and was also a former grader and authenticator for PCGS.

Andy was a speaker at the annual CSNS convention, presenting 
“Collecting Pattern Coinage.” Andy was a major contributor to 
the 8th Edition of the Judd book.

Andy Lustig is a Consultant to Mint Error News for Mint Errors, 
Patterns and Die Trials.

Andy Lustig

Marc Crane is a dealer specializing in rare U.S. 
coins and U.S. patterns. He started Marc One 
Numismatics, Inc. in 1991. He is a member of 
the PNG (#565).

Marc tied for 1st place in a PCGS grading 
contest and is considered a world-class grader 
and authenticator. He is a contributor to the Red 
Book and is permanently listed in the pattern 
section. His coin store in Rancho Mirage, CA 
is open to the public and he regularly attends 
coin shows and auctions across the country.

Marc Crane is a Consultant to Mint Error News 
for Patterns and Die Trials.

Marc Crane
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Mint Error News Consultants

TM

Rare Coin Wholesalers has the largest inventory of U.S. 
Rare Coins.

Founded in 2001, Rare Coin Wholesalers has transacted 
over $2 billion in U.S. rare coin business and is a 
recognized leader in acquiring, managing, and selling 
U.S. rare coins positioned for wealth preservation and 
capital growth.

Steven L. Contursi is a Consultant to Mint Error News 
for U.S. Patterns.

Steven L. Contursi

Saul Teichman is a co-founder and primary contributor/editor of 
the Society of U.S. Pattern Collectors (uspatterns.com) as well as 
contributor to the 8th Edition of the Judd book and Andrew Pollock’s 
United States Patterns and Related Issues as well as many other 
books. He has been collecting primarily off-metal U.S. Mint errors 
for over 20 years and maintains extensive pedigree information for 
many error issues which have been published here in the past.

Saul Teichman is a Consultant to Mint Error News for Mint Errors, 
Patterns and Die Trials.

Saul Teichman
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Jeff Ylitalo has collected Mint Error coins since 1993. He has avidly 
researched & written about this area of numismatics since 2006 
contributing dozens of articles to CONECAs bi-monthly publication 
ErrorScope and Mint Error News. Jeff is the former editor for the 
ErrorScope 2008-2017.

Jeff’s research and collecting focus is now primarily centered on World 
Error coins. Jeff can be reached via e-mail at: jylitalo@yahoo.com.

Jeff Ylitalo is a Consultant to Mint Error News for Mint Errors.

Fred Weinberg is a highly respected numismatist, with 40 years of full 
time experience in the rare coin marketplace.

He deals in numismatic United States Gold & Silver coinage, as well 
as specializing in buying & selling Major Mint Error coinage of all types.

He is one of the original 31 dealers selected as an authorized PCGS 
(Professional Coin Grading Service) dealer at it’s inception in 1986.

Fred Weinberg has now retired and was a Consultant to Mint Error 
News for Mint Errors and Die Trials.

Mint Error News Consultants

Jeff Ylitalo

Fred Weinberg
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Mike Byers has been a professional numismatist for forty years. He is one of 
the largest dealers handling U.S. Gold Coins, Patterns and Rarities certified 
by PCGS and NGC. He has handled major coin collections and attends every 
major coin convention. Mike Byers carries an extensive inventory as well 
as solicits want lists and is always looking to purchase fresh inventory and 
collections.

Mike Byers was a consultant to ANACS for Mint Errors from 2000 to 2006. He 
is also the Publisher and Editor of Mint Error News Magazine and the Mint 
Error News Website that was founded in 2003. In 2009, Mike Byers published 
his first book, World’s Greatest Mint Errors, which received the NLG Award 
for Best World Coin Book and is available on Amazon.com.

Mike Byers is a life member of ANA since 1985, a charter member of NGC and 
a featured dealer/member of PCGS. He is also a life member of the Central 
States Numismatic Society and the Florida 
United Numismatists. He is member A71 in 
the Certified Coin Exchange (CCE) and a 
member of CDN Exchange (BYRS).

Mike Byers was born in the coin business 
attending coin shows since he was six years 

old. When he was seventeen, he issued his first coin catalog. He has been a 
Market-Maker in U.S. Gold Coins and a dealer in major mint errors. In 1987 
he offered limited partnerships and rare coin funds. He has written articles 
for The Coin Dealer Newsletter and has been featured on the front page of 
Coin World numerous times with his numismatic rarities. Mike Byers is a 
contributing author on mint errors for CoinLink & CoinWeek. He also assisted 
with the mint error section of Coin Facts on the PCGS website. You can visit 
Mike Byers and view his rarities at the ANA, Central States, FUN show and 
the Long Beach Coin Expo.

World’s Greatest Mint Errors
by Mike Byers

NLG Award Winner:
Best World Coin Book
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by Marc Crane

PCGS Certifies Unique 
Standard Silver Pattern

Patterns in the Standard Silver 
series, inscribed on each coin 
STANDARD SILVER, were 

produced in the dime, quarter dollar and 
half dollar denominations. The dies were 
engraved by William Barber with one 
common reverse die. They were struck 
in silver, copper, aluminum and brass. 

This discovery coin was struck without 
Barber’s initial on the ribbon.

This unique discovery coin, without 
Barber’s initial on the ribbon, was struck 
with a plain edge. It has been assigned 
Judd number 742b and was previously 
unknown to the numismatic community.
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1869 Standard Silver Half Dollar
J-742b

Without Initial “B” On Ribbon
PCGS PR 64+ CAC

UNIQUE, UNLISTED & UNRECORDED

PCGS Cer t i f ies  Unique Standard Si lver Pat tern
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1869 Standard Silver Half Dollar
J-742b

Without Initial “B” On Ribbon
PCGS PR 64+ CAC

UNIQUE, UNLISTED & UNRECORDED

PCGS Cer t i f ies  Unique Standard Si lver Pat tern
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Below is a comparison with J-742a (pictured on the left) that has the B on the ribbon:

PCGS Cer t i f ies  Unique Standard Si lver Pat tern
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PCGS Cer t i f ies  Unique Standard Si lver Pat tern
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Consign Your Coins to mikebyers.com
Terms and Conditions

We are offering this service for error collectors and dealers alike. In order to post your item on our website you must agree to the following terms 
and conditions.

1. All coins must be from the United States, certified by PCGS or NGC, have a minimum value of $25,000 each and should be either Gold Coins 
(Pre-World War 1), Patterns or Early Type Mint Errors (Pre-1950).

2. Each item must meet our inventory criteria in terms of desirability and market value.
3. Mike Byers Inc charges a 10% Commission on each sale.
4. The minimum time for any listing is thirty days.  
5. Seller agrees to a seven day return privilege from date of receipt.  
6. Seller agrees to use an escrow service if requested by the buyer.  
7. We reserve the right to deny or cancel any listing at any time.  
8. All listing are subject to prior sale. 

Scanning Specifications

1. Scan both the obverse and reverse of the entire holder.
2. Scan with a resolution of at least 300 dpi.
3. Save the picture in jpeg format (jpg).

Information Requirements

In addition to e-mailing a photo of your item, please include the following information:

1. Name, Address & Phone Number
2. E-Mail Address
3. Asking Price

After your item is listed, we will contact you by e-mail with any offers and questions. Once a price is agreed upon we will handle the entire sale for 
a 10% transaction fee, which includes all costs (eBay fees, grading fees, webmaster charges, postage and registration fees, insurance, paperwork, 
etc.).

If you have a collection for sale or would like to sell your duplicates and do not want to consign your coin(s), we can purchase your entire collection 
outright. Please contact us at mike@mikebyers.com.
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David Camire holding the five-ounce silver Apollo First Strike coin in 2019.

David Camire Visiting 
Mints Around The World

David is a grading finalizer at NGC. His position allows him the opportunity to view 
and grade hundreds of thousands of modern world coins each year. He specializes 
in Mint Errors and Modern Chinese coins. His expertise also includes all phases of 

coin manufacturing and has helped to create and design several coins and medals.

David has visited all three US mints (numerous times) and continues to add to his world 
mint visits. His latest addition was in 2019 when he spent a day visiting the Thailand mint 
in Bangkok. He looks forward to traveling again once COVID is over.

David has consulted for government agencies, US and world mints in the field of numismatics. 
He has also co-authored 100 Greatest U.S. Error Coins and has contributed to such 
numismatic publications as Coin World, COINage, Numismatic News, The Numismatist 
and the Red Book. David is an active volunteer at the Smithsonian Institution’s Museum of 
American History.

He admits that his greatest passion is still mint errors!
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David Camire holding a plaster five cent design at the Philadelphia Mint in 2004.

David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire at the Denver Mint in 2006.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire examining the Smithsonian’s National Numismatic Collection in 2008.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire striking coins at the San Francisco Mint in 2016.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire visiting the China Banknote Printing And Minting Corp.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire touring the China Banknote Printing And Minting Corp’s coins and dies.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire at the Iceland Mint Museum.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire viewing displays at the Iceland Mint Museum.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

A plaster cast, die and coin display at the Iceland Mint Museum.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire striking a coin on a Grabener Press at the Serbian Mint.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

A Schuler Coin Press at the Serbian Mint.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire visiting the Shanghai Mint.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire holding a plaster cast at the South African Mint.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire with a screw press at the South African Mint.
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David Camire Visiting Mints Around The World

David Camire viewing plaster casts at the Thailand Mint.
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The following coins sold in the April 2021 Error Coinage US Coins Special Monthly Auction #60197.
Images Courtesy of Heritage Auctions, HA.com

1999-P New Jersey Statehood Quarter -- Struck on Foreign Planchet MS65 NGC
Sold for: $13,200.00

Prices realized in the aPril 
2021 Us error coinage sPecial 

online heritage aUction
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2000-P Sacagawea Dollar -- Multi Struck, 70% & 75% Off Center -- MS64 PCGS
Sold for: $2,640.00

1964 Kennedy Half Dollar -- Struck on Clad Type One Quarter Planchet -- MS64 NGC
Sold for: $4,080.00

1965 Washington Quarter -- Struck on a 90% Silver Planchet -- AU53 NGC
Sold for: $7,800.00

Prices realized in the aPril 2021 Us error coinage sPecial online heritage aUction
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1943-S Lincoln Cent -- Struck on a Silver Dime Blank -- AU53 NGC
Sold for: $3,720.00

2000-P Sacagawea Dollar -- Struck on Foreign Planchet -- MS65 PCGS
Sold for: $4,920.00

1977-S Eisenhower Dollar -- Struck Through & Retained Copper Staple -- PR67 Deep Cameo PCGS
Sold for: $8,400.00

Prices realized in the aPril 2021 Us error coinage sPecial online heritage aUction
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1981 Lincoln Cent -- Die Cap on 5C Planchet -- MS62 PCGS
Sold for: $6,000.00

Kennedy Half Dollar -- Struck on Copper Cent Planchet, Uniface Obverse -- PR67 Red PCGS
Sold for: $3,120.00

1911 $2 1/2 Indian Quarter Eagle -- Struck 5% Off Center -- MS61 PCGS
Sold for: $3,120.00

Prices realized in the aPril 2021 Us error coinage sPecial online heritage aUction
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(197X-S) Kennedy Half Dollar -- Double Struck on Clad Dime Planchet -- PR66 Cameo PCGS
Sold for: $5,280.00

1968-S Washington Quarter -- Struck on Clad Dime Planchet -- PR66 PCGS
Sold for: $1,680.00

1902 Morgan Dollar -- Struck 5% Off Center -- AU58 PCGS
Sold for: $1,320.00

Prices realized in the aPril 2021 Us error coinage sPecial online heritage aUction
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1977-S Jefferson Nickel -- Double Struck Both Off Center, 35% & 40% -- PR67 Deep Cameo PCGS
Sold for: $1,860.00

1967 Lincoln Cent -- Struck on Costa Rica Chrome Stainless Steel 10C -- MS63 PCGS
Sold for: $1,320.00

1855 Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-168 Original, Pollock-193, R.4 -- Double Struck -- PR64 Brown PCGS
Sold for: $9,600.00

Prices realized in the aPril 2021 Us error coinage sPecial online heritage aUction



For a free appraisal, or to consign to an upcoming auction,  
contact a Heritage Consignment Director today.  800-835-6000

1943 Cent
Struck on a Bronze 

Planchet
AU58 PCGS. CAC

Realized $252,000 

1982-D Small Date 
Cent

Struck in Bronze
AU58 NGC

Realized $10,800

Undated Two Cent Piece
Full Brockage Obverse

MS62 Brown PCGS
Realized $9,600 

1943-S Nickel
Struck on a Zinc-Coated 

Steel Planchet
AU58 NGC

Realized $2,880

1965 Dime
Struck on a Silver 

Dime Planchet
MS62 PCGS

Realized $9,000 

1971-D Quarter,  
Brockage Reverse

Struck on Nickel Planchet
MS65 PCGS

Realized $4,320 

2000-D Maryland Quarter
Struck on Feeder Finger

Ungraded NGC
Realized $15,600 

1999- SBA Dollar
Struck on a Sacagawea Planchet

MS64 PCGS
Realized $15,600

2000-P Sacagawea Dollar /
Statehood Quarter Mule

MS67 NGC
Realized $102,000 

HERITAGE 
U.S. COIN AUCTIONS

Visit HA.com/Coins to view upcoming auctions and auction archives.

Paul R. Minshull #16591. BP 20%; see HA.com.   56840

DALLAS | NEW YORK | BEVERLY HILLS | SAN FRANCISCO | CHICAGO | PALM BEACH 
LONDON | PARIS | GENEVA | AMSTERDAM | HONG KONG

Always Accepting Quality Consignments in 40+ Categories 
Immediate Cash Advances Available 

1.25 Million+ Online Bidder-Members
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The following coin sold in the April 2021 Central States US Coins Signature Auction #1329.
Images Courtesy of Heritage Auctions, HA.com

PrevioUsly Unknown 
sacagawea/Presidential dollar 
MUle sells in heritage aUction

2014-D Sacagawea/Presidential Dollar Mule
Previously Unknown Mint Error

The Discovery Coin, AU58

Sold for: $84,000.00
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PrevioUsly Unknown sacagawea/Presidential dollar MUle sells in heritage aUction

2014-D $1 Sacagawea/
Presidential Dollar Mule, 
Discovery Coin, AU58 NGC.

A mule is perhaps the most 
fascinating mint error known 
to modern collectors. Most 
error types, such as off-center 
strikes, brockages, indents, 
die caps, wrong planchets, 
etc., are the product of some 
part of the mechanical coin 
production line failing to 
function as normal. Many 
such errors are the statistically 
inevitable result of striking 
hundreds of millions of coins 
per year through a single set of 
presses. Others are so fantastic 
that it would be illogical not to 
accept the idea that they had 
“help” getting out of the Mint. 
Mules, on the other hand, are 
an error of their own breed. 
Broadly speaking, a mule is a 
coin struck from two dies that 

were never meant to be paired. 
Rather than the product of 
mechanical failings, as are most 
modern mint errors, mules are 
the product of human error.

Instances of this in the latter 
half of the 19th century were 
the product of questionable 
Mint employee practices to 
profit from the sale of such 
coins to outside collectors. In 
modern times, though, mules 
are actual errors, and the 
instances of coinage are rare. 
Perhaps the most famous mule 
coin in American numismatics 
is the famous Sacagawea 
dollar/Washington quarter 
mule struck at Philadelphia in 
the year 2000. Less than 20 
examples of the error are known, 
and whenever one appears at 
auction, a spirited bidding war 
and six-figure hammer price 
are virtual certainties. Those 
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PrevioUsly Unknown sacagawea/Presidential dollar MUle sells in heritage aUction

double-denomination mules 
are considered to be one of if 
not the greatest modern coins 
in United States numismatics, 
error or otherwise.

The present lot is in the same 
class as those pieces, but being 
thus far unique, it stands apart 
on its own ground as well. The 
obverse is from an ordinary 
2014-D Sacagawea dollar, but 
the reverse is that intended 
for the Presidential dollars of 
that year. A pressman at the 
Mint, when changing out the 
dies on one of the presses, 
inadvertently selected a 
Presidential dollar reverse 
rather than the appropriate 
Native Hospitality reverse. 
The mistake was likely noticed 
shortly after the press resumed 
operation, and Mint practice 
would have been to destroy 

all of the affected coins. This 
piece evidently fell through 
the cracks and escaped the 
Mint in a bag with ordinary 
Sacagawea dollars.

The discovery of this piece 
took place in 2019, when it 
was found in a bag of mixed 
dollar coins obtained from 
a bank. It has the expected 
light abrasions and signs of 
high point friction that are to 
be expected of a circulation 
find, but satiny luster remains, 
and the significance of the 
coin vastly overshadows 
any regard to its grade. Coin 
World magazine publicized 
the discovery of this coin in 
a January 15, 2021 article by 
Bill Gibbs. Gibbs included 
a statement from David J. 
Camire, an NGC grading 
finalizer and coauthor of 100 
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PrevioUsly Unknown sacagawea/Presidential dollar MUle sells in heritage aUction

Greatest U.S. Error Coins. 
Camire said:

“This is yet another great 
find by a collector and an 
important reminder for the 
coin collecting community 
that astonishing discoveries 
are still being made. Today, 
the US Mint uses technology 
and procedures that make it 
highly unlikely for mint errors 
not only to be produced, but 
also to escape into circulation. 
When they do, they become 
highly collectible and the NGC 
grading team has the expertise 
and resources to authenticate 
rare mint errors like these. 
Now, the hunt is on to see 
whether additional specimens 
can be found. Happy hunting!”

At this time, no additional 
examples of this error have 

been reported. When the 
Sacagawea dollar/Washington 
quarter mule was discovered, 
a widespread search to find 
more examples ensued, but 
that mule proved its rarity -- 
over a period of more than 20 
years, fewer than 20 examples 
were found. Moreover, that 
mule’s initial discovery was 
made within months of the 
coin being struck. This mule 
was not discovered for five 
years after its coinage. History 
would suggest that the number 
of additional pieces “in the 
wild” waiting to be found 
is profoundly small, if such 
coins exist at all. The present 
offering, whether truly unique 
or simply the first of several 
discoveries that will take place 
in the coming decades, will 
always retain its title as “The 
Discovery Coin.” 
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PrevioUsly Unknown sacagawea/Presidential dollar MUle sells in heritage aUction
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PrevioUsly Unknown sacagawea/Presidential dollar MUle sells in heritage aUction



Paul R. Minshull #16591. BP 20%; see HA.com    56839

DALLAS | NEW YORK | BEVERLY HILLS | SAN FRANCISCO | CHICAGO | PALM BEACH 
LONDON | PARIS | GENEVA | AMSTERDAM | HONG KONG

Always Accepting Quality Consignments in 40+ Categories 
Immediate Cash Advances Available 

1.25 Million+ Online Bidder-Members

U.S. CURRENCY & WORLD PAPER MONEY
Visit HA.com to Find Banknote Errors Like These and More

For a free appraisal, or to consign to an upcoming auction, 
 contact a Heritage Consignment Director.

800-872-6467, Ext. 1001 or Currency@HA.com

Middlebury, VT - $10/$20  
Double Denomination Original Fr. 412  

The NB of Middlebury Ch. # 1195
PCGS Very Fine 25

Sold for $60,000

Fr. 1922-L $1 1995 Federal Reserve Note
PCGS Choice About New 55PPQ 

Sold for $14,100

Inverted Third Printing Error Fr. 2302 $5 1934A  
Hawaii Federal Reserve Note

PCGS Gem New 65PPQ 
Sold for $38,187

Buffalo, NY- $50/100  
Double Denomination 1882 Date Back  

Fr. 559/567 The Columbia NB Ch. # (E)4741 
About Uncirculated 

Sold for $57,500

Doubled Third Printing Fr. 1935-D $2 1976  
Federal Reserve Note

PMG Gem Uncirculated 65 EPQ
Sold for $18,000

Fr. 2084-H $20 1996 Federal Reserve Note
PCGS Choice New 63PPQ 

Sold for $25,300
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AmericAn BAnk note compAny 
experimentAl StAmp printing plAte

by Mike Byers

EXPERIMENT / A.B.N.C. Hand Engraved Into Design
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AmericAn BAnk note compAny experimentAl StAmp printing plAte

This experimental stamp 
printing plate from the 
American Bank Note 

Company is one of only two 
known. The dimensions of the 
plate are 2.5” x 3.5” and it is 
number 25894. The steel plate 
was produced by John Sellers 
& Sons in Sheffield, England, 
a company established in 1820 
that manufactured engravers 
plates, dies and tools. The 
American Bank Note Company 
incorporated hand-engraved 
lettering and pictures along 
with geometric patterns created 
by a specially engineered lathe. 
The intricacy of the design was 
implemented to guard against 
forgery. This experimental 
stamp printing plate has 
“EXPERIMENT / A.B.N.C.” 
hand-engraved as well as an 
intricate geometric design.

The American Bank Note 
Company was founded in 1795 
(initially as the Murray, Draper, 
Fairman & Company) by Robert 
Scot, who was the first official 
engraver of the U.S. Mint. This 
company became the nation’s 
most prominent engraving and 
printing firm. The company’s 
products included superior quality 
stock and bond certificates, 
paper currency for the nation’s 
thousands of state-chartered 
banks, postage stamps for the 
U.S. Government, and a wide 
variety of other engraved and 
printed products. In addition, the 
American Bank Note Company 
printed currency notes for many 
world countries.

The first federally-issued paper 
currency was circulated by 
the U.S. Treasury Department 
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following the outbreak of the 
Civil War. Under contract with 
the U.S. Government, paper 
money was produced by the 
American Bank Note Company. 
In addition, the American Bank 
Note Company also produced 
paper money for the Confederacy.

The American Bank Note 
Company was also contracted 

by the U.S. Government for the 
private printing of American 
stamps. In July of 1894, the 
American Bank Note Company 
delivered its entire stamp-
producing operation to the U.S. 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
in Washington, D.C., where U.S. 
stamps were still printed into the 
1990s.

AmericAn BAnk note compAny experimentAl StAmp printing plAte

The Benjamin Franklin Issue of 1861 from the first series of 
U.S. Postage Stamps was produced by the National Bank Note 
Company (later called the American Bank Note Company).
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AmericAn BAnk note compAny experimentAl StAmp printing plAte

When the American Bank Note 
Company seized their printing 
operations, the old dies and 
printing plates were stored 
in a warehouse. In 2004, the 
American Bank Note Company 
sold its archive of old dies and 
printing plates to Archival 
Collectibles L.L.C., a company 
owned by two coin dealers, Steve 
Blum and John Albanese, for a 
few million dollars. 

In a 2005 New York Times 
article, Q. David Bowers, an 
authority on coins and bank 
notes, referred to the archives 
“like opening King Tut’s tomb.” 
Also in the article, Steve Blum 
stated that “items with historic 

or artistic significance, in Mr. 
Bowers’s opinion, could bring 
tens of thousands of dollars each. 
Better pieces will be donated to 
museums or collectors’ societies.” 
John Albanese mentioned that 
“they had already turned down an 
offer of $150,000 for the printing 
plate of a Walt Disney Company 
stock certificate showing the 
founder and his famous mouse.”

This experimental stamp printing 
plate from the American Bank 
Note Company is one of only two 
known. The other experimental 
plate is number 25893 and has 
a similar design. This plate is a 
significant part of the history of 
United States stamp production.
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American Bank Note Company
Experimental Stamp Printing Plate
Steel 2.5” x 3.5”     Plate No. 25894

1 of 2 Known

AmericAn BAnk note compAny experimentAl StAmp printing plAte
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American Bank Note Company
Experimental Stamp Printing Plate
Steel 2.5” x 3.5”     Plate No. 25894

1 of 2 Known

AmericAn BAnk note compAny experimentAl StAmp printing plAte



The Principal Owner Lee Minshull has been in the business for over 40 years. 
Other Partners Brian Hodge (President of Numismatics, PNG) and Balazs 
Csaki (Chief Financial Officer) have added tremendous value to this legacy. 
Over the last three decades we have been a leader in the numismatic industry 
and have grown into a formidable market maker, garnering the respect of 
every major market player.

We establish and support markets that our customers can rely on, from “Top 
100 U.S. Coins” to the most recent U.S. Mint modern releases. We take pride 
in our unmatched customer service and are recognized industry-wide for our 
immediate payment.

We are members of every major numismatic organization in the country, 
including PNG, ICTA, FUN, CSNS, and life members of the ANA. We are a 
regular Red Book contributor and maintain consistent and up-to-date pricing 
to sustain healthy markets.

Minshull Trading boasts over $2.5bn in sales to date and has over 100 years 
of combined numismatic experience that our customers have come to rely on 
as a trusted source. We earn repeat business because we do what we say, 
every time. Give us a call today and find out what sets us apart.

Minshull Trading  |  minshulltrading.com  |  (310) 544-4400  |  info@minshulltrading.com



1922 $1 Modified High Relief 
Production Trial J-2020

MS65 PCGS

$250,000
Unique in Mint State. CAC. 
Historically one of the most important 
Silver Dollars ever made. ‘3200’ was 
applied at the Mint. The die failed after 
striking 3200 coins and the rest were all 
melted. Given to Mint Director Robert 
Baker by Mint Superintendent Freas 
Styer. Judd-2020. Unique Business 
Strike. Baker Estate, Mint Director 
A Landmark Numismatic Rarity and 
a Once in a Lifetime Acquisition. This 
is by far and away one of the most 
important Silver Dollars I have ever 
had the privilege to own. For purveyors and connoisseurs of the series there is likely 
no equal. For those who understand, there is no parallel. Of course, most people don’t 
realize it even exists. Many people know that a Low Relief Peace Dollar was struck, as 
well as a High Relief version. Few people realize, however, there is an entirely unique 
business strike Modified “Medium Relief” Peace Dollar which exists. The higher 
striking pressure that was necessary to produce the 1921 High Relief Peace Dollars 
caused the dies to fail prematurely, and thus a quest was underway to “modify” the 
design to make a more commercially viable product. They lowered the design relief, 
but only slightly. What came about was a production run of 3,200 coins. The first 
one, struck in Proof, sold for well beyond $300,000 many years ago. On Strike #3200 
the dies failed and every single other coin was melted. What remains is the ONLY 
circulation strike example in existence of the Medium Relief design, and it is a major 
prize for any world class collection.

Minshull Trading  |  minshulltrading.com  |  (310) 544-4400  |  info@minshulltrading.com
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UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny 
el SAlvAdor StAmp printing plAte

by Mike Byers

Complete Set of All Four Denominations

This is a unique 1948 El 
Salvador stamp printing 
plate from the American 

Bank Note Company. It features 
a set of all four different 
denominations of stamps on 
the plate. The denominations 
are 8 Centavos, 12 Centavos 
airmail, 14 Centavos airmail 

and 1 Colón airmail (Scott #605 
& C108-110). They feature the 
portrait of General Manuel José 
Arce who was the president of 
the Federal Republic of Central 
America from 1825 to 1829. 
The stamps were released in 
1948 commemorating the 100 
anniversary of his death. The 
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UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny el SAlvA dor StAmp print ing plAte

first stamps of El Salvador were 
issued in 1867 and printed by the 
American Bank Note Company.

This stamp printing plate 
from the American Bank 
Note Company is unique. The 
dimensions of the plate are 3.25” 
x 7.25” and it is number 7974. The 
American Bank Note Company 
incorporated hand-engraved 
lettering and pictures along 
with geometric patterns created 
by a specially engineered lathe. 
The intricacy of the design was 
implemented to guard against 
forgery.

The American Bank Note 
Company was founded in 1795 
(initially as the Murray, Draper, 
Fairman & Company) by Robert 
Scot, who was the first official 
engraver of the U.S. Mint. This 
company became the nation’s 
most prominent engraving and 

printing firm. The company’s 
products included superior quality 
stock and bond certificates, 
paper currency for the nation’s 
thousands of state-chartered 
banks, postage stamps for the 
U.S. Government, and a wide 
variety of other engraved and 
printed products. In addition, the 
American Bank Note Company 
printed currency notes for many 
world countries.

The first federally-issued paper 
currency was circulated by 
the U.S. Treasury Department 
following the outbreak of the Civil 
War. Under contract with the U.S. 
Government, paper money was 
produced by the American Bank 
Note Company. In addition, the 
American Bank Note Company 
also produced paper money for 
the Confederacy.

The American Bank Note 
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Company was also contracted 
by the U.S. Government for the 
private printing of American 
stamps. In July of 1894, the 
American Bank Note Company 
delivered its entire stamp-
producing operation to the U.S. 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
in Washington, D.C., where U.S. 
stamps were still printed into the 
1990s.

When the American Bank Note 
Company seized their printing 
operations, the old dies and 
printing plates were stored 
in a warehouse. In 2004, the 
American Bank Note Company 
sold its archive of old dies and 
printing plates to Archival 
Collectibles L.L.C., a company 
owned by two coin dealers, Steve 
Blum and John Albanese, for a 
few million dollars. 

In a 2005 New York Times 

article, Q. David Bowers, an 
authority on coins and bank 
notes, referred to the archives 
“like opening King Tut’s tomb.” 
Also in the article, Steve Blum 
stated that “items with historic 
or artistic significance, in Mr. 
Bowers’s opinion, could bring 
tens of thousands of dollars each. 
Better pieces will be donated to 
museums or collectors’ societies.” 
John Albanese mentioned that 
“they had already turned down an 
offer of $150,000 for the printing 
plate of a Walt Disney Company 
stock certificate showing the 
founder and his famous mouse.”

This unique 1948 El Salvador 
stamp printing plate featuring all 
four denominations is a significant 
part of the history of United 
States stamp production and also 
an important part of El Salvador’s 
history commemorating General 
Manuel José Arce.

UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny el SAlvA dor StAmp print ing plAte
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American Bank Note Company
1948 El Salvador Stamp Printing Plate

Complete Set of All Four Denominations
Steel 3.25” x 7.25”     Plate No. 7974

UNIQUE

UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny el SAlvA dor StAmp print ing plAte
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UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny el SAlvA dor StAmp print ing plAte

American Bank Note Company
1948 El Salvador Stamp Printing Plate

Complete Set of All Four Denominations
Steel 3.25” x 7.25”     Plate No. 7974

UNIQUE
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Here is a complete set of 1948 El Salvador stamps:

UniqUe AmericAn BAnk note compAny el SAlvA dor StAmp print ing plAte



The CoinWeek Mission:

Our mission is a simple one, to inform, entertain and educate  our readers about 
coins, paper money, and every other area of numismatic pursuit.

We accomplish that mission by having the best numismatic writers and contributors 
in the industry. In fact since 2011, CoinWeek writers and contributors have won 
over 40 Numismatic Literary Guild Awards and CoinWeek itself has been named 
the “Best Online News Site” for the last 4 years straight.

CoinWeek provides the facts that collectors can use.  We tell the back stories about 
coins and the people that collect and sell them.  We provide perspective commentary 
and analysis on the issues that effect the industry and the hobby we love…. And we 
do it all for FREE.

Why You Should Read CoinWeek:

• CoinWeek is independent and unafraid of tackling important issues that face 
the hobby.

• CoinWeek and its representatives attend almost all of the major Coin & Currency 
conventions in order to bring the most current print and video news from the 
numismatic marketplace to our readers.

• CoinWeek offers innovative coverage of modern coin issues, auction houses, 
and the world mints. We go beyond the surface information you usually find 
elsewhere.

• CoinWeek maintains the largest numismatic video library accessible on the web 
to offer our subscribers the most comprehensive educational video available 
with information about  rare coin and currency news, seminars, interviews, 
collecting tips and more.

c o i n w e e k . c o m
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Mint Error Coin Chronicles:

Transitional Errors
by NGC

Errors where a previous year’s planchet was used 
are some of the most exciting in all numismatics.

Numismatic Guaranty 
Corporation® (NGC®) 
is the world’s leading 

authority on mint errors, a 
popular segment of numismatics. 
In Mint Error Coin Chronicles, 
we take an in-depth look at a 
mint error. This month’s topic is 
Transitional Errors.

A Transitional Error occurs when 
a coin is struck on a planchet from 
a previous year with different 
metal composition. The most 
famous are the 1943 Lincoln 
Cents struck on 1942 bronze 
blanks. An example from the 
Partrick Collection graded NGC 

AU 55 BN is being offered this 
month in a Heritage Auctions 
sale. Only about 40 are known 
from all three mints, and they 
generally realize prices in the 
six figures.

To save copper for the war effort, 
the US Mint switched to zinc-
coated steel planchets for 1943 
cents. However, a few cents 
with the 1943 date were struck 
with leftover bronze planchets. 
It is likely that these bronze 
planchets remained lodged 
within tote bins that were later 
filled with steel planchets and 
then worked their way loose.
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Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1943 Bronze Cent graded NGC AU 55 BN and
pedigreed to the Donald G. Partrick Collection
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Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1943 Bronze Cent graded NGC AU 55 BN and
pedigreed to the Donald G. Partrick Collection
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This same scenario is likely 
what led to a similar Transitional 
Error in 1944, when Mint 
facilities switched back to 
bronze planchets for the cent. 

A handful of examples of 1944 
cents struck in San Francisco and 
Denver using the zinc-coated 
steel planchets are known to 
exist.

Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1944-D Cent graded NGC Mint Error 61 - Transitional
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Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1944-D Cent graded NGC Mint Error 61 - Transitional
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Not quite as easy to spot are the 
Transitional Errors that occurred 
with 1965 coins that were struck 
on the previous year’s 90% silver 
planchets, instead of the new 
copper-nickel ones. An example 
is this 1965 Quarter graded NGC 

Mint Error AU 53 being offered 
in a Heritage Auctions sale this 
month. During 1965 and 1966, 
silver coins dated 1964 and 
clad coins dated 1965 were in 
production simultaneously.

Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1965 Quarter graded NGC Mint Error AU 53
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Mint Error Coin Chronicles: Transitional Errors

1965 Quarter graded NGC Mint Error AU 53

There are also Transitional 
Errors struck on blanks intended 
for the next year. An example is 
1964 coinage in clad instead of 
silver. More recently, transitional 

errors have been discovered 
involving the Susan B. Anthony 
and Sacagawea Dollars of 1999 
and 2000.



fredweinberg.com

Postal Correspondence:

16311 Ventura Blvd.
Suite #1298

Encino, California 91436

Telephone/Fax:

Phone: (818) 986-3733
Toll-free: (800) 338-6533

Fax: (818) 986-2153

BUYING MAJOR ERROR COINS & CURRENCY

If you have a single major mint error coin, either a recent issue or an older 
type coin, or 1,000 Off-Center Cents, please contact us. We stock over 
60,000 Major Mint Error Coins and constantly need to purchase Major 
Error Coins for our clientele (please note that we do not deal in or buy 
Die Varieties, Damaged Coins, Doubled Dies, Filled Dies, or Die Cracks).

We do buy Major Mint Errors - such as Off-Center, Off-Metals, Double 
Strikes, Clad Layers missing, Die Caps, Double Denomination, etc.

Because of the many differences in each Error Coin we request that you 
send scans of your coin(s) to us for our examination and firm offer.

e-mail: fred@fredweinberg.com
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strUck thrU cloth 
error coins

by Christopher Talbot Frank, CTF Error Coins

Every major error collector 
needs a struck thru cloth 
example in their error coin 

type set. Struck thru cloth error coins 
are coins that were struck thru fabric 
and have a weave pattern on them.

Coins have been struck thru all 
different types of materials and objects 
leaving an impression of the item in 
the coin. For this photo essay, I will be 
focusing on coins with a definite cloth 
pattern struck into the coin. The vast 
majority of these error coins probably 
come from a cloth rag that the coin 
press operator keeps handy to wipe 
off excessive grease used to lubricate 
the press. The cloth rag would be 
close to the striking chamber and 
somehow comes in between the coin 

die and a blank planchet leaving the 
cloth impression. The cloth may cover 
the whole die or just partially leaving 
different percentages of the struck thru 
area. Different types of fabric have 
been struck into coins leaving various 
weave patterns.

One of my favorite examples has a 
glossy cloth pattern from being struck 
thru cloth tape commonly referred to 
as duct tape.

Struck thru cloth errors are very rare 
with great eye appeal and would be a 
unique addition to any coin collection.

Find us on Instagram at:  ctf_
error_coins and visit our website:  
ctferrorcoins.com.
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

NGC MS66RD Struck Thru Cloth Copper Lincoln Cent Mint Error
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NGC MS64 Struck Thru Cloth Lincoln Cent Mint Error

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

1953 D NGC MS63 Struck Thru Cloth Wheat Cent Mint Error
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ANACS Struck Thru DUCT TAPE Wheat Cent Ultra Rare Mint

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

ANACS MS63 Struck Thru Cloth Jefferson Nickel Mint Error
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1969 D NGC MS62 Struck Thru Cloth Nickel Mint Error
The “Hair Net Jefferson”

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

100% Struck Thru Cloth Jefferson Nickel Mint Error PCGS MS63
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NGC MS63 100% Struck Thru Cloth Dime Mint Error

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

196x D PCGS MS62 90% Struck Thru Cloth Silver Dime Mint Error
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PCGS MS62 75% Struck Thru Cloth Dime Mint Error

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

PCGS MS64 Struck Thru Cloth Silver Quarter Mint Error
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NGC MS64 100% Struck Thru Cloth Quarter Mint Error

strUck thrU cloth error coins
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strUck thrU cloth error coins

PCGS AU58 Struck Thru Cloth Quarter Mint Error
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1967 ANACS AU50 Struck Thru Cloth Silver Kennedy Half Dollar

strUck thrU cloth error coins





An Exciting New Mint Error Book:

Some of the Features in Mint Errors to Die For Include:
• Coverage and definitions of numerous error types.
• Detailed explanations on the causes of various Mint errors.
• Dozens of high definition photos to help guide you on what to look for.
• Tools and resources needed to get started as a Mint error collector.
• Why it’s important to learn and understand the minting process.
• Methods to help you detect counterfeit and altered coins made to resemble errors.
• How to assess if “damage” on Mint errors is considered desirable or undesirable.
• Suggestions on how to learn the value of your error coins.
• Interesting snippets of “Coin Trivia” and American History.
• Error collecting “Dos” and “Don’ts” that will help save you time, money, and pain.



$75 shipped to anywhere in the United States.
(Orders outside the United States must pay any additional fees)

Contact Joe Cronin for your copy!
josephcronin@protonmail.com
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ways to BUild a Mint 
error collection

How are you assembling 
your mint error collection? 
There are many ways that 

the collector can do so, as mint 
errors are easy to customize to one’s 
individual preferences and taste. 
However, if a collector wants to 
have more of a systematically built 
collection, there is also the ability 
to create “sets” that are more akin 
to the conventional “date and mint” 
collections of coins, or acquiring the 
“finest known” set of graded coins. 
So here are some ideas on building 
your own error collection.

by Jon Sullivan
Originally from sullivannumismatics.com

ANACS Certified 1977 Quarter 
Struck on a Nickel Planchet MS64
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

Grade Based Sets

Since all the major grading services 
assign numerical grades to coins, 
the ability to create a “finest known” 
set is entirely possible at least to 
an extent. Because there are no 
population reports, and no registry 
sets for errors, the ability to know 
for sure if there is a finer example 
out there is impossible. However, 
acquiring the errors based on their 
high grade would be an ongoing 
and fun challenge. For example, a 
collector could build their collection 
based on acquiring all the state 
quarter off-centers from just the first 
year of the series, 1999, between 
35-65% off-center, and with a 
minimum grade of MS65 or higher. 
This would be a 10 coins set of P&D 
coins. Such a collection that was 

based on just getting the off-centers 
would be fairly attainable with some 
searching, but the high grade would 
make it indeed much more difficult 
to acquire.

Other ideas for a grade set that would 
not require the coins be certified 
would be simply having some grade 
attributes that are required to fit 
into your collection, such as a 1959-
2003 set of Memorial cents with all 
the coins being 40-60% off-center 
and being uncirculated with full red 
surfaces. Such a collection would be 
very challenging due to the “red” 
designation, although relatively 
inexpensive for most dates. These 
would not have to be certified since 
the precise numeric grade isn’t 
needed, but just the “uncirculated” 
and “red” designation.
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

Shared with us by error collector Troy M. of Maryland, a collection 
of errors for the date 1970. The collection is comprised of errors 
for the year “1970”, with many different error types within the set. 
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

Date and Mint Sets

Many collectors aim for a complete 
date and mint set of a particular error 
type on a particular series, such as 
acquiring all dates and mints of cents 
on dime planchets, or nickels on cent 
planchets, or off-center Roosevelt 
dimes. There’s a myriad of ways if 
can be done. Just pick a series, an 
error type, and a grade range for 
the coins and keep track of it on an 
electronic or hand written document 
so you can reference it whenever 
you come across possible examples 
for your collection.

Error Types

Some collectors enjoy a particular 
error type, such as missing clad 
layers, and will try to form a 
collection based on that error type. 
For example, a collector could build 
a 10c, 25c, 50c, and $1 set of missing 
clad layers. If they wanted a further 
challenge, they then could get the 
obverse and reverse of each, or  try 
to acquire one or more of the super 
rare missing clad layers types such 
as a proof coin missing clad layer or 
a dual missing clad layer.

Another way would be to acquire a 
collection of Washington quarters 
from 1965-1998 with obverse and 
reverse missing clad layers. Such a 
collection would be very challenging, 
although likely attainable with 
enough persistence.

1980 Nickel Off-Metal
on a Cent Planchet
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

What You Like

Many collectors just buy coins that 
they like. They seek errors with 
dramatic appearance or great rarity. 
If that is how you enjoy collecting 
errors, you are one of many, since it 
seems to be the most popular way 
of collecting mint errors as a whole. 
This gives the collectors great 
flexibility to buy everything from a 
cent on a washer to an off-center Ike 
dollar to a double-struck nickel. The 
possibilities are limitless!

NGC Certified 1958 Wheat Cent 
Struck on a Cuba 1 Centavo Blank
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

Collector Saul T. of New York, shared the above three coins in his collection, 
which are a complete set of U.S. off-metals on Washington quarters for the 
year “1970.” For the 1970 Washington quarter series, these are the three 
U.S. off-metals you can get, being the 5c, 10c, and 1c. 
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ways to BUild a Mint error collection

Error Type Set

A traditionally popular way to build 
a collection is to buy one of each 
error type for a particular error coin 
design. For example, acquiring a 
collection of all major mint error 
types for the Ike dollar series, or for 
the Lincoln cent series. This is a fun 
way to build a collection, because it 
combines a lot of variety in terms 
of all the error types, and also is a 
logical, completable set with the 
end goal of buying all the error type 
variations that one can find for the 
series.

Also, consider having a goal of 
doing something with the collection 
when completed, such as writing 
an article on it for your hobby club 
publication, or exhibiting it at a large  
coin convention. There are many 
possibilities to enjoy the collection 
upon completion.

However you collect, find a way 
that you most enjoy, then build your 
collection within your financial 
budget, as well as in a way that gives 
you the most satisfaction. When it’s 
completed, find a way to share it 
with other collectors so we can all 
see what you built.



Sullivan Numismatics, Inc
PO Box 579
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
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hawaiian Mint king kalakUa 1883-1983 
kala dala Proof strUck on scraP

by Jeff Ylitalo

Aloha. Kala Dala (Hawaiian 
for Silver Dollar) 
Commemoratives Proofs 

were struck at the Royal Hawaiian 
Mint, Kamuela, Hawaii.  The silver 
proof coin had a limited issue of 
10,000 and celebrates the 100th year 
anniversary of the minting of the 
Kalakaua I Kala Dala coin in 1883.
The proof error coins shown 

here were broadstruck on an off 
metal piece of scrap.  The scrap is 
aluminum in nature.  I have seen 
other specimens both raw and having 
been encapsulated.  One top tier 
third party grading service assigns 
them as a test strike.  Regardless, 
the examples shown here are large 
and impressive.
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hawaiian Mint king kalakUa 1883-1983 kala dala Proof strUck on scraP

The first specimen shown I recently 
obtained from an estate sale of Hawaiiana.
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hawaiian Mint king kalakUa 1883-1983 kala dala Proof strUck on scraP
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Some may not be aware but the 
Royal Hawaiian Mint did strike 
legal circulating coinage. In fact, 
Charles Barber of the US Mint in 
Philadelphia was asked by special 
representatives of King Kalakaua to 
provide designs for the independent 

kingdom in 1883.  The designs 
were approved by the King and the 
Philadelphia mint struck six proof 
sets in September, 1883. Coins 
for circulation in the islands were 
subsequently then struck at the San 
Francisco Mint.

hawaiian Mint king kalakUa 1883-1983 kala dala Proof strUck on scraP
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The next specimen are images courtesy Fred Weinberg. It 
too was largely broadstruck on a piece of aluminum scrap 
and sold for nearly $200.00 raw! Very Cool - !! Aloha.

hawaiian Mint king kalakUa 1883-1983 kala dala Proof strUck on scraP



Welcome to PCGS CoinFacts. Our site includes 
comprehensive information on nearly 30,000 
U.S. coins. It offers everything from basic, startup 
information for new collectors, to a wealth of detailed 
information the seasoned collector, buyer or seller 
can’t afford to be without.

From the PCGS CoinFacts Home Page, you can 
access all denominations and major types of U.S. 
coins. The link will take you to a Series Page, which 
offers images of the finest PCGS-graded coin in the 
series, and a nice explanation including the history 
and why the coins in the series are important.

The real “business end” of PCGS CoinFacts begins 
with the individual coin pages, which are loaded 
with photos and information. To view the essential 
features of PCGS CoinFacts, you can click on them 
one at a time, or go straight to a particular feature 
of interest.
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USPatterns.com
- Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns - 

P3007
This is a striking of the regular 1795 half dollar Overton reverse H on a regular silver lettered edge planchet. It is 
believed to be a mint error as opposed to a true die trial.

It is unique and is ex B. Haines (Bangs, Merwin & Co 1/1863 lot 783, Woodward 5/1863 lot 2182, Appleton, MHS-
Stacks 3/73, Bowers and Ruddy 2/74, Crouch-Superior 6/77.

Photo is a scan from the Bowers and Ruddy 2/74 sale.

The purpose of this article is twofold. It is to list those pieces which are or were often 
confused as patterns in the past as well as list pieces which may have been deliberately 
struck for sale to collectors. Many of these pieces have Judd and/or Pollock numbers. Others 
are listed in the back of Judd in appendix B.

In many cases, the error pieces listed are rarer and more valuable than the die trials they 
are confused with.

Items are listed by year.

by Saul Teichman of USPatterns.com
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USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns

P34
This famous piece is a 1795 draped bust silver dollar from Bolender 14 dies apparently struck on a half cent 
planchet. This piece has been described as a setup trial piece and also a mint error. Adams and Woodin listed it as 
AW18, Judd lists it as a mint error.

The piece is unique and is ex Woodward 4/1863, Parmelee, Woodside, Woodin-1914 ANS, Newcomer, Boyd, 
Kosoff 7/51 Numismatic Gallery Monthly, Kosoff 5/55, Judd, Hydeman, Stacks 5/75.

Stacks called it a “setup trial piece to insure the striking distance between the obverse and reverse dies” in their 
5/75 sale but a half cent is not as thick as a dollar die so this explanation is dubious.

We are listing it here as a mint error because we see no reason to create a setup trial piece on a planchet that is 
smaller and not as thick. The mint was able to create full size dollar planchets in copper for the 2 1794 dollars J18/
P27 and J19/P28 and all other die trials of this year are full-sized as well.

Photo is a scan from the Stacks 5/75 sale.

1795 Eagle on Large Cent Planchet
This piece is mentioned in Judd but not imaged. It is ex Newcomer, Kosoff’s July-August 1951 edition of Numismatic 
Gallery Monthly, Kosoff 5/55 lot 594, Bolt-Stacks 4/66 lot 1725 where it is noted as defaced with 7 dents.
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Photo courtesy of Andy Lustig.

J49/P50
Although listed by Judd as a regular dies trial piece struck in silver, Taxay describes this as a mint error, struck on 
a dime planchet which your editor believes is the more likely scenario.

At least 2 examples are known:

1) McCoy (Woodward 5/1864), Cohen (Cogan 10/1875), Roberts, unknown intermediaries, H Chapman 6/6/1898, 
Brand (journal id #18625), Opezzo-Stacks 8/41, Farouk, Judd, Sloss, 79 ANA - Ch AU or better. It was withdrawn 
from the 79 ANA sale and, to my knowledge, has not appeared on the market since. This piece appears in 2 B.G. 
Johnson invoices - Boyd on 7/19/1940 and Stacks on 7/8/1941.

2) Heritage 9/08 sale - NGCG6, illustrated above.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photos courtesy of David Camire & Ed Fuhrman.

1851 $20 on Cent
This is an example of an 1851 Double Eagle struck on a large cent planchet. It has been listed in appendix B as a 
mint error in all editions of Judd.

It is unique and is ex Woodin-1914 ANS exhibit - where described as “Regular dies of the Twenty-dollar pieces 
struck on copper planchet size of Ten-dollar piece”, Newcomer, several Kosoff sales in the 1950s, Judd, Kaplan, 
Weinberg, Byers (1975 FPL), Weinberg and has been in the Mark Lighterman collection since the late 1970s. It 
grades NGCXF45BN.

The piece was the subject of an article in the January 29, 2018 edition of Coin World.

A similar piece, considered a die set up piece, is known that was struck 3 times at different angles from double 
eagle dies, then twice from half dollar and finally from large cent dies. It appeared in the October 2017 edition of 
Penny Wise by Ed Fuhrman. It is entirely possible that both pieces were die setup pieces. Both are illustrated here.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo courtesy of Superior.

J229A/P273A - 2 Headed Muling
This two-headed muling, a business striking - not a proof, was recently rediscovered and was the subject of an 
article in the September 18, 2000 edition of Coin World.

This coin is almost certainly the piece which was sold as lot 1532 of S. H. Chapman’s May 1914 sale of the Gable 
collection where it realized $20.00 - a huge sum for that time. It was purchased by Edgar H. Adams of Adams and 
Woodin fame.

It was later listed as AW318A in Green and Hewitts 1940 Priced Catalog of US Pattern Coins. It was also listed in 
the Mule section of Taxay’s 1976 Comprehensive Encyclopedia.

We have assigned it the following Judd and Pollock numbers J229A/P273A. It is important to note that a followup 
article in the October 2 edition of Coin World describes this piece as a possible mint error.

The coin’s recent pedigree is Chicago Mid-American coin convention, 6/2000; John R. Schuch; Superior, 10/2000, 
lot 4017A; Heritage July 2008 ANA, Simpson-Heritage 9/20 - PCGS62.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo courtesy of Mike Byers.

AW249
This famous error show the obverse of the 1858 flying eagle cent with small letters struck uniface on a half dime 
planchet. This is believed to be a piggy-back planchet which rested on top of a cent blank when this was struck. It 
was listed in the Adams and Woodin book as a pattern.

It is similar to another mint error P3188 which was struck in a similar manner but over a struck half dime.

The piece is unique and is ex-Scott 7/1880 lot 474, Woodside, Woodin, Brenner-1914 ANS, Brand, Ruby-Superior 
2/74, NASCA 10/79, Schornstein, HIM 11/82, Cowell, Lighterman collection - NGC63

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo courtesy of Mike Byers.

P3188
Although listed as an obverse die trial in silver for the 1859 Indian head cent struck over a struck 1857 half dime 
planchet, it is more likely a mint error in which this struck half dime ended up on top of a blank cent planchet 
resulting in the striking seen above. The half dimes date can be seen in the field to the left of the Indian’s face 
under the “STA” in “States”.

A similar piece is AW249 which was struck over a blank half dime planchet. This overstrike is unique and is ex 
B. Haines 1/1863 lot 870, Seavey (1873 Descriptive Catalog #951), Parmelee (1890), Ruby-Superior 2/74, Bowers 
and Merena 4/86, Stacks 11/08.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo courtesy of © 2010 Whitman Publishing, from 100 Greatest U.S. Error Coins.

J268/P316
Although described as a regular dies trial piece in copper-nickel, it is more likely a mint error struck on an 1856 
experimental half cent planchet for J177/P205, per Stacks 9/86, or a copper-nickel cent planchet.

Only a single example is confirmed ex Woodin-1914 ANS exhibit, Newcomer, Farouk, Paramount 11/73, NASCA 
11/77, Stacks 9/86.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo courtesy of Heritage.

J281/P332
Although listed as a die trial, struck in silver, in the reference books for years, this is actually a mint error struck 
on a dime planchet from business strike dies.

The following 3 pieces are confirmed from 2 different obverse dies:

1) Bluestone 9/42, Taylor-NN61st 6/70, Bass-HWBRF, B/M 5/99, Heritage 4/02, Simpson-Heritage 2/21 - PCGS63, 
illustrated above. This has the first one in date roughly centered between Liberty’s neck and the dentils.

2) Leidman 9/71, Bass-HWBRF, this and the next have the first one in date closer to Liberty’s neck.

3) Woodside, Woodin, Newcomer, Farouk, RARCOA’s Boosel and 73 FUN sales, LegendAuctions 1/28/18 - 
PCGS61, lacquered

One of the last 2 is from Federal Coin Exchange’s 8/57 ANA (blue steel toned) and/or Bolt-Stacks 4/66 (toned).

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Indian Cents on Nickel Planchets
The Judd, Pollock and Adams and Woodin books contain many listings for Indian cents struck in either nickel or 
copper-nickel that are not patterns. These pieces, especially those after 1876 from business strike dies, are actually 
mint errors struck on either 3 cent nickel planchets or one of the following foreign planchets:

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns

Country Denomination Diameter Weight Composition
Venezuela 1 cent 19 mm ~36.5 grains copper, nickel, zinc
Dominican Republic 5 cen 18 mm 32.4 grains copper 75%, nickel 25%
Colombia 5 cent 20 mm 48.8 grains copper 75%, nickel 25%
Nicaragua 5 cent 19.8 mm 44.8 grains copper 75%, nickel 25%
Haiti 5 cent 19.8 mm 44.8 grains copper 75%, nickel 25%
Costa Rica 10 cent 18 mm 30.9 grains silver 90%, copper 10%
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Those struck on the smaller 3 cent nickel planchets, as on the 2 1881 illustrated pieces above, 
will show some of the peripheral design missing whereas those struck on one of the foreign 
planchets such as the 1877 below will appear full-sized.
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Photos of the 1873 J1257/P1398 courtesy of American Numismatic Rarities, the 1876 J1451/P1597 
courtesy of Superior, the 1876 on 3 cent courtesy of Heritage, the 1877 J1495/P1648 courtesy of Bowers 
and Merena and the 2 1881s on three cent nickel planchets are courtesy of Saul Teichman and Heritage.

The following table list the years where at least some or all of the known nickel / copper-nickel pieces are actually 
mint errors.

Other dates not listed may also be as well. We recommend collectors examine these pieces carefully. The 2 1876 
pieces, which are imaged at the top of this webpage, were struck from different obverse dies.

Date Pollock Judd Additional Comments
1865 P473, P475 J404, J406 Judd reports one on 3 cent planchet, probably ex Bluestone 10/37
1869 P745-P746 J669-J670 AW826, Taxay reports 2 pieces on 3 cent nickel planchets
1871 P1177 J1042A Pollock lists one on 68.25 grain planchet.
1872 P1321, P1323 J1180, J1182 Judd reports one on 3 cent nickel planchet ex Gable, Olsen, Lohr, and 

another at 49 grains (Colombian 5 cent?) also ex Gable, Olsen sales
1873 P1398 J1257 ex Gable, Olsen sales - 49 grains (Colombian 5 cent?)
1874 P1491 J1347A the one listed in Pollock has not been available for study
1876 P1597 J1451 believed to be struck on Venezuelan 1 cent planchets
1877 P1648-P1649 J1495-J1496 Struck on Venezuelan 1 cent planchets (36.5 grain) as illustrated above 

and/or Dominican Republic 5 centavo planchets (32.4 grains)
1879 P1776 J1583 see Elder 12/16/1908 lot 972, Lohr FPL, Federal Brand 10/61, & 1/62. 

One is on 49 grain Colombian 5 cent planchet
1881 P1868 J1664 AW1657, on 3 cent nickel planchet, 2 examples are illustrated above, 

one of these likely ex Elder 12/16/1908 lot 975
1884 P1932 J1723A Probably struck on either a Haitian 5 or Nicaraguan 5 cent planchet
1888 N/A N/A See Chapman brothers 1905 Morris sale lot 397
1889 N/A N/A See January 2005 PCGS population report, probably struck on 

Colombian 5 centavo planchet
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Photo courtesy of Heritage.

Indian Cents on Dime Planchets
Indian Cents struck on silver dime planchets were often offered as patterns in early, circa 1900, auction sales.

Note that the planchet, beside being silver, is too small to house the entire periphery of the indian cent design.

The following examples are known or reported:

• 1863 ex Kagin 6/68 lot 718, 77 ANA lot 4479, B/R 6/78 lot 1379 at $450
• 1864-L (AW-467) reported by Taxay from Adams & Woodin (dubious)
• 1868 reported by Taxay
• 1869 (AW-825) ex Woodin, Brenner-1914 ANS, Brand, Olsen, Federal Brand 5/59 lot 2196 - later to Superior 

9/98 lot 829 ANACS net AU50 at $5750, Tony Terranova, Mike Byers, Heritage 1/12 at $25,300- PCGSAU55 
cleaned long ago, illustrated above. Supposedly unique but the piece imaged above does not appear to match 
the Adams & Woodin plate.

• 1883 over a struck dime, reported by Taxay
• 1893 reported by Taxay
• 1899 overstruck on an 1899 barber dime – ex Byers in 1975, stolen from Mark Lighterman in 2001 and 

recovered in 2009 - NGCAU53
• 1900 ex Kagin 9/67 lot 375, 77 ANA lot 4484, Schornstein, HIM 11/82 at $2,600, Xan Chamberlain – NGC66 

25% off-center and double struck
• 1903 over a struck dime, reported by Taxay
• 1905 listed as stolen from Mark Lighterman
• 1906 1) Heritage 4/13 at $19,681 - NGCXF45 illustrated in 100 Greatest Mint Errors book.
• 2) Offered on Ebay 6/18 - NGCXF details reverse scratched
• 1908 Earle (H Chapman 1912) lot 2262
• One with a piece of copper struck into the head was stolen from Mark Lighterman in 2001 and recovered in 

2009 – grades XF with horizontal scratch left to top of O in One on reverse.
• 1909 1) Cohen-Halpern FPL, Weinberg – PCGSAU58
• 2) overstruck on a 1906 dime, Heritage 9/06 at $37,375, Nick Brown-StacksBowers 3/13 (not sold), StacksBowers 

8/13 ANA – NGC65, illustrated in 100 Greatest Mint Errors book.

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo of the 1906 is courtesy of American Numismatic Rarities and Stacks.

Cents on Quarter Eagle Planchets
The Indian cent struck on a quarter eagle planchet. The year 1900 was listed by Pollock as P1990 because of the 
possibility that they were deliberately struck for collectors. The only problem with this is that 1900 is not the only 
date known.

The following dates are known:
1900 with at least 3 known.
1) Harmer Rooke 11/69 lot 3206 ?, HIM 11/82 ?, Heritage 93 ANA - AU, 67.12 grains
2) Col Green, Kreisberg 1/75, Superior Auction 89, B/M 8/91, Byers-Heritage 4/15 - PCGS65, 65.8 grains
3) reported by Mike Hodder

USPatterns.com - Mint Errors Mistaken For Patterns
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Photo of the 1900 is courtesy of Mike Byers.

The earliest known purchase for one of these was the 1900 in the Dewitt Smith collection that was purchased 
by Virgil Brand in 1908 and entered into the Brand journals as item #46973. The Brand coin was consigned to 
B.G.Johnson by Armin Brand on 10/8/35 & 1/19/42 where called graded VF. It was called UNC when sent to 
Stacks on 3/24/42 for $210.
1905 with only one known ex Heritage 1/10 FUN, Byers-Heritage 8/14 (not sold), Heritage 12/14 (not sold), 
Heritage 1/15 (not sold), Heritage 4/15 (not sold), Heritage 9/15 - PCGS64 64.5 grains
1906 with only one known ex Stacks 6/04, Stacks 9/09, Nick Brown - NGCAU58, 64.4 grains
1907 with the only one known ex Kosoff, Mertes purchased at the 1952 ANA according to David Bowers’ book 
“A Buyer’s and Enthusiast’s Guide to Flying Eagle and Indian Cents.

Taxay also list the following Lincoln cents in his 1976 Comprehensive Catalog:
1911 which is untraced today.
1915 ex Col Green, B.G. Johnson 1/3/1944 invoice to James Kelly, JV McDermott. This piece is listed in Pollock 
as P2027.
1927 which is untraced today.
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Two Cent Pieces on Cent Planchets
These were often misdescribed as two cent pieces struck on “rude” planchets. Examples are known for virtually 
every year that this short-lived series was struck as listed below.

1864 Large Motto
1) Copper Nickel – reported by Taxay
2) Bronze - Weinberg Fall 78 FPL as 1867 !!, Numismatics LTD Spring 1982 FPL, Xan Chamberlain, Heritage 
1/07, Mike Byers, Heritage 4/10 - NGCAU58B
3) Bronze? - Numismatics LTD Spring 1981 FPL - AU full date
4) Bronze? - Bolt collection flipover on struck cent, Weinberg Summer 79 FPL - VF

1865
1) Bolt, Cohen-Halpern FPL, B/M 1/85 ch AU or better stolen from Mark Lighterman in 2001 and recovered in 
2009
2) Heritage 8/15 ANA - PCGSXF45BN
3,4,5) F. Leone collection

1866 - Kagin’s 77 ANA, Schornstein, HIM 7/83 - UNC

1869 - Reported by Taxay

1871 - Reported by Taxay

No date - Byers
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Photo courtesy of American Numismatic Rarities.

Two Cent on Shield Nickel Planchets
These were often misdescribed as two cent pieces struck on “rude” nickel planchets.

The following dates are reported:

1870 - per Taxay

1871 1) Weinberg 4/02 as net VF scratched, ANR 7/03 at $10,350, Northeast Numismatics, Byers, Goldberg 2/07 
at $8050 (not sold), Heritage 5/07 (not sold), Weinberg FPL 2007-9 - NCS AU details, scratched, Heritage 7/09 - 
$4,888

2) Bolt, Cohen-Halpern FPL, Schornstein, Weinberg Summer 1984 FPL

1872 - Reported by Taxay and Judd
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Shield Nickels on Cent Planchets
Shield nickels on cent planchets have often been mistaken for regular die trial pieces in various auction sales from 
the 1870s to the early 1900s.
The following dates are recorded:
1866. This is often confused with examples of J510/P594. Only 2 examples are confirmed, both of which were 
offered in the pattern portions of those 1800s auctions, as follows:
1) Seavey Descriptive Catalog (1873) #1048, Parmelee (1890) part of lot 165, unknown intermediates, Federal Coin 
8/1960 lot 2442 as Unc, Schornstein, Lighterman - NGC64BN
2) Sanford (E. Cogan 1874 lot 80 where described as “struck on a smaller planchet and been circulated”) to 
Herbert, much later to Federal Coin 5/1959 lot 2196 as XF?, Superior 9/98 lot 854, Jim O’donnell, Superior 2/2001, 
Mike Byers, Heritage 4/10 (not sold), Heritage 8/10 (not sold) - PCGSXF45, illustrated above.
Note that the entire design does not fit on the smaller planchet.
1867 with rays which could be confused with J572/P648. A single gem UNC example is known ex Seavey 
Descriptive Catalog (1873) #1056, Parmelee (1890) part of lot 175, much later Weinberg Summer 1979FPL and is 
presently owned by Saul Teichman. It also was sold in the pattern section of the listed sales.
1867 without rays which could be confused with J573/P650. A single example ex Federal Coin 8/60 lot 2443 - VF.
1868 which could be confused with J635/P707. This is reported in Judd and Taxay but is not confirmed. The 
copper pattern is also unconfirmed and may be a misdescription of this mint error.
1871 which could be mistaken for J1056/P1191. One was H. Chapman 7/22 sale lot 1011.
1873 which could be confused with J1264/P1406 with apparently the 2 known listed below.
1) Zabriskie (H Chapman June 1909 lot 312), A.F. Holden ie Norweb family, Olsen, Farouk, Fred Weinberg’s 
personal collection and is in a PCGS62 holder.
2) ANS Inventory #0000.999.55686, corroded, 2.969 grams - verification pending
1876 reported by member Fred Weinberg.
1882 with 2 examples are confirmed as follows:
1) Elder 2/25/09 lot 37, Elder 11/37 (a Chicago collector) lot 1189, Xan Chamberlain - NGC65BN.
2) Heritage 9/02 at $2,070, Weinberg, Byers, Als Coins, Heritage 1/07 (not sold) as NCS AU details, cleaned, 
Heritage 4/14 (now retoned) - PCGSAU55.
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J542/P607
The regular dies trial piece struck in nickel. These were either deliberately struck for sale to collectors or are mint 
errors struck on 3 cent nickel planchets.

Pollock enumerates 4 different examples, one of which, the Mike Byers coin, is the illustrated example and current 
Judd plate coin, has been authenticated and certified by NGC as a MINT ERROR. It was struck on a 3 Cent Nickel 
planchet and graded Mint State 66 as shown below.

It has since been offered in Heritage 4/15 sale, the again in StacksBowers 5/16 sale now as J542/P607 where it was 
grade PCGS66. Another is ex Simpson-Heritage 11/20 - PCGS67. A third is in the Durham Museum ex Byron 
Reed and the 4th is in the T.R. Walsh collection.

It is unclear, at this time, what the true status of these pieces really is.
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Photo courtesy of PCGS.

J1260A/P1401
The following 3 cent piece was struck in nickel from regular dies and shows a broader planchet and is slightly 
heavy 32.4 grains which is why Pollock included it in his pattern book. The piece appears, however, to be a 
broadstruck mint error. The coin was originally graded NGC64 but was upgraded to PCGS65 when the coin was 
offered in Heritage 4/21 sale ex Simpson and reslabbed as a mint error. Because of this, the image of the coin 
under J1260a no longer appears on the pcgs.com/coinfacts website.
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J1758/P1971
These are listed as regular dies trial pieces. Some of these may be mint errors.

Examples are listed as follows:

Copper J1757. This was delisted by Pollock. A circulated example, struck on a thick planchet, was sold in Stacks 
12/97 sale and a second weighing 67.9 grains was sold in Bowers and Merena’s May 2006 sale. The weight is 
within the tolerance for these to simply be mint errors struck on misrolled copper planchets of nickel thickness 
stock.

Nickel P1970A. This was unknown to Judd. Pollock lists an example weighing 46.4 grains struck in standard 
coin nickel (25% nickel, 75% copper) which is probably a mint error struck on a planchet for a South American or 
Haitian 5 cent piece.

Copper-Nickel J1758/P1971 with at least 3 known. The illustrated example above is from Heritage 1/97. Remember 
to click on the thumbnail image to see an enlarged picture. Two others are circulated. These are probably struck 
on planchets intended for a medal or foreign coin and appear to be the same as on the 1891 Liberty nickel wrong 
planchet mint error illustrated below.

This piece is 86.9% copper and 13.1% nickel.

Aluminum J1759/P1972 which is described as unique in Taxay. We have not been able to confirm its existence.
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P2028
This is a 1915 Lincoln cent struck in nickel. Pollock sites the description from Elder’s 2/19 sale which is as follows:

“The mint officials thinking to invent a new cent which would not rust, like the bronze one [sic], had half a dozen 
samples struck off in nickel. Subsequently all these trials were rejected and destroyed, except this one.”

Mike Byers notes: “This fascinating piece requires further study because it weighs 50 grains and is an off-metal. 
A normal copper cent weighs 48 grains. The closest foreign blank which is 75% copper and 25% nickel is a 1919 
El Salvador 1 Centavo, which weighs 38 grains.”

We believe these explanations ares dubious. It is more likely that this is a mint error struck from planchet strip 
originally intended for foreign coinage - the Mint struck Cuban 2 centavos which weighed 54 grains or was struck 
on nickel 5 cent stock which was inadvertently rolled and punched into U.S. cent planchets. Should any exist on 
a 38.6 grain planchet, they would have been struck on stock for the Venezuela 5 centismo. For more on this, we 
recommend Mike Diamond’s article for Coin World published on July 14, 2014, and titled “Scrutinize claims of 
experimental planchets, test strikes”.

The illustrated example appeared in the June 10, 2002 edition of Coin World. It is presently owned by Michael 
Byers as is a recently discovered second example.
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Photo courtesy of Mike Byers.

1920 5 Cent on Copper Planchet
The following 1920 Buffalo Nickel is struck on a full size copper planchet of the same diameter, thickness, and 
weight of a Buffalo Nickel. Its composition is 89% CU, 8% ZN and 3% SN. The weight is 4.96 grams which is 
76.54 grains. It has since been graded NGCAU50 and was last offered in Heritage’s 7/02 sale and was probably 
struck on stock intended for a Peruvian 1 centavo.

This unique Off-Metal Buffalo Nickel is unreported in Breen, Judd or Pollock but an example does appear in the 
inventory journals of Eric Newman and B.G. Johnson’s purchases from the Col Green collection circa 1940 as 
shown below courtesy of Eric P. Newman, Stuart Levine and Leonard Augsburger.
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Photo courtesy of Heritage.

1920 Quarter on Nickel Planchet
This coin, which is actually a Mint error struck on a Peruvian 20 centavo planchet, first appears in the inventory of 
the Newcomer collection as a pattern. Its later pedigree includes the Pratt collection, Federal Coin Exchange 8/60 
lot 2460, Stacks 1/06 at $13,800, Mike Byers, Heritage 8/10 ANA (not sold), Heritage 3/11 at $16,100 – NGC60FH.
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Photo courtesy of Heritage.

P2078
This 1944 thick planchet specimen is more likely a mint error struck on either a foreign planchet, or on misrolled 
stock, ie cent planchets of either 5 cent nickel or quarter thickness. For more on this, we recommend Mike 
Diamond’s article for Coin World published on July 14, 2014, and titled “Scrutinize claims of experimental 
planchets, test strikes”.

To our knowledge, no analysis has been performed to see if these were struck in a special alloy. Because of this, 
we do not list this coin in our Pattern Concordance.

Thick planchet specimens are also known for 1941, 1942 and 1945 and many other dates.

It is unclear whether examples listed as being struck in brass or other compositions are also mint errors or some 
kind of wartime experiment. Further research needs to be performed with regard to these pieces.
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Photo courtesy of Mike Byers.

1970S Half Dollar in Aluminum
Although the 1970S half dollar above was struck from proof dies, it is not an aluminum die trial. In 1970, the San 
Francisco produced 3 denominations of coins in aluminum for the country of Nepal. Their thickness is about the 
same as a regular U.S. dime as is the half dollar above. Error dealer Jon Sullivan discovered that some of these 
were struck over a Missouri token issued by Shell Oil Co.

Regardless of the planchet source, these pieces were clandestinely struck. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
many suspect San Francisco Mint errors and pieces such as these were made and smuggled out to the collecting 
fraternity.

Eisenhower dollars on these same half dollar diameter aluminum planchets and/or tokens are also known, one of 
which, from the Dr. A.K. Berry collection, is illustrated in the 7th edition of Judd.
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Photo courtesy of Heritage

1999 Connecticut Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet
The following is reproduced courtesy of Michael Byers (member 88) of mikebyers.com.

There are approximately 15 known 1999 State Quarters struck on Experimental Planchets. All five states in the 
1999 series (DE, PA, CT, GA and NJ) have been discovered.

These Experimental State Quarters have sold for as high as $10,000 each, depending on which state, the coin’s 
condition and which type of experimental composition was used.
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There are four known types of experimental compositions which have been discovered so far (November 2001) 
on 1999 State Quarters.

Type #1 - This type has the “color” of a Sacagawea Dollar and has a copper center core.

Type #2 - This type has the “color” of the Sacagawea Dollar but does not have a copper center core.

Type #3 - This type has a slight “green” color and has a copper center core.

Type #4 - This type has a slight “green” color but does not have a copper center core.

Here are a few “telltale” signs to determine if you have discovered a State Quarter on an EXPERIMENTAL 
PLANCHET in circulation:

WEIGHT - ALL examples discovered so far are OVERWEIGHT - varying from 5.9 grams to 6.3 grams.

SIZE - It will be slightly THICKER than a regular State Quarter, due to the heavier planchet.

COLOR - So far, the pieces discovered are either the same “color” as a Sacagawea Dollar, or they have a slight 
“green hue” to them.

LOOK - The edge is slightly rough and may have a higher rim around part of the edge.

EDGE - Some of these do NOT have a center COPPER CORE.

STRIKE - None discovered so far are proof-like in the fields.

REEDING - Some of these have incomplete reeding.

These coins were analyzed by scanning electron microscophy with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM-
EDX) to determine alloy composition. The predominant metal is copper, followed by zinc. There are also small 
percentages of manganese and nickel.

PCGS and NGC have both authenticated and certified these 1999 State Quarters as being struck on experimental 
planchets.

In a recent Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for copies of any reports and test results, the Department 
of the Treasury acknowledged that “the U.S. Mint conducted engineering and metallurgical tests as part of its 
development of an alloy for the Golden Dollar”, but would not release any information.

Editor’s note: It is unclear if these are truly experimental pieces or some sort of mint error. It is very possible that 
these were deliberately struck. We are listing them under mint errors as this sector of the collecting fraternity was 
the first to embrace these. We hope that further information into their true nature will appear in the future.
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1999 Delaware Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet

1999 Georgia Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet
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1999 New Jersey Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet

1999 Pennsylvania Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet

Photos courtesy of Mike Byers and Heritage.
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1999 SBA Dollar on Brass Coated Planchet
The following is reproduced courtesy of Michael Byers (member 88) of mikebyers.com.

This is an SBA Dollar struck on an experimental planchet similar to the ones found on the 1999 Experimental 
State Quarters were struck. These planchets are slightly different in composition from the mint errors struck on 
Sacagawea dollar planchets. One of these has the color of the Sacagawea dollar but does not have the copper center 
core. Another has a slight “green” color and has the copper center core. The third piece has a slight “green” color 
but does not have copper center core.
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Here are some of the “tell tale” signs to determine if you have found a SBA Dollar on an experimental planchet 
in circulation:

WEIGHT - The weight of ALL of these discovered so far is

UNDERWEIGHT - varying from 7.3 grams to 7.6 grams.

SIZE - It is slightly THINNER than a regular SBA Dollar, due to the lighter planchet.

COLOR - So far, the pieces discovered are either the same “color” of the Sacagawea Dollar, or have a slight 
“green” color to them.

LOOK - The edge is slightly rough and may have a higher rim around part of the edge.

EDGE - Some of these do NOT have the center COPPER CORE.

STRIKE - None discovered so far are proof-like in the fields.

REEDING - Some of these have incomplete reeding.

LINT MARKS - One of these has several lint marks on both the obverse and reverse.

In a recent Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for copies of any reports and test results, the Department 
of the Treasury acknowledged that “the U.S. Mint conducted engineering and metallurgical tests as part of its 
development of an alloy for the Golden Dollar”, but would not release any information.

PCGS has authenticated all three known pieces to date. The specimen photographed here is a SBA Dollar with a 
slight “green” color and a copper center core.

Editor’s note: 2 of these have been analyzed. One with a greenish gold color was found to be 70% Copper, 28% Zinc 
and 2% Nickel. The second was 73% Copper, 25% Zinc and 2% Nickel. It is unclear if these are truly experimental 
pieces or some sort of mint error. It is very possible that these and the similar state quarters were deliberately 
struck using available experimental planchets for the Sacagawea dollar. We are listing them under mint errors as 
this sector of the collecting fraternity was the first to embrace these. We hope that further information into their 
true nature will appear in the future.
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2000 Massachusetts Quarter on Brass Coated Planchet
This piece is similar to the 1999 state quarters - Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, New Jersey or Pennsylvania 
known to have been struck on Sacagawea dollar type planchets. This particular example weighs 100 grains and is 
ex Byers, Heritage 1/11 FUN sale.

Editor’s note: It is unclear if these are truly experimental pieces or some sort of mint error. It is very possible that 
these were deliberately struck. We are listing them under mint errors as this sector of the collecting fraternity was 
the first to embrace these. We hope that further information into their true nature will appear in the future.
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Die Adjustment Strikes
This type of mint error is very popular among some pattern collectors. On early pieces, such as the Morgan dollar 
above or the 2 Peace dollars illustrated below, they are believed by some to be trial pieces used to determine the 
proper striking pressure or the proper die spacing.
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These die trials often show different degrees of striking quality as can be seen in the 2 peace dollar trials above.
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The 1877 Quarter and Walking Liberty half die adjustment strikes below show an even weaker strike than the 
peace dollar.
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CONECA is a national numismatic organization devoted to the education 
of error and variety coin collectors. CONECA focuses on many error and 
variety specialties, including doubled dies, Repunched mintmarks, multiple 
errors, clips, double strikes, off-metals and off-centers -- just to name a few.   
It publishes an educational  magazine, The Errorscope, which is printed and 
mailed to members bimonthly.  CONECA offers a lending library, examination, 
listing and attribution services; it holds annual meetings at major conventions 
(referred to as Errorama) around the country, and offers auction services to 
its members.  Please visit conecaonline.org and enjoy!

CONECA Variety Attribution Services

CONECA offers two attribution services. One 
service enables members and non-members 
to send their coins directly to an authorized 
CONECA attributer. The other service is 
offered through the numismatic grading firm 
of ICG and enables CONECA members and 
non-members to have their coins attributed 
by a CONECA attributer and then graded and 
slabbed by ICG.

CONECA Error Examination Services

CONECA offers two examination services. One 
service enables members and non-members to 
send coins to an authorized CONECA examiner 
who will return an opinion of each coin’s error 
classification. The other service is offered through 
the numismatic grading firm of ICG and enables 
CONECA members and non-members to have 
their coins examined by a CONECA examiner 
and then graded and slabbed by ICG.

conecaonline.org
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World Paper Money Errors
World Paper Money Errors Explored!
 
Odd shapes, upside down prints, intriguing cuts and 
folds, and missing design elements are only a few of 
the different printing errors examined in this expansive 
collection on foreign error notes. World Paper Money 
Errors is a visually compelling avenue into the 
fascinating and rarely explored area of numismatics 
that expands on the hobby of collecting paper currency.
 
Author Morland Fischer’s comprehensive collection 
reflects the attraction and advantages of exploring 
foreign printing errors. An overview of collecting 
paper money errors in today’s numismatic market 
offers insights on the great disparity between domestic 
and world notes. Market values are discussed, 
acknowledging what variables make an error note 
precious in the trade. Incorporating these concepts 
and more, Fischer expands the method of collecting 
currency errors by introducing a Foreign Error Note 
(FEN) scale to gauge price levels based on error type.
 
With over 200 examples of dramatic, colorful and 
intriguing foreign paper money errors, collectors and 
spectators alike are exposed to a new form of collecting 
currency. The numismatic community will benefit 
from this thorough guide that is unlike any other on 
the market.

Available from translinesupply.com



anacs.com

America’s Oldest
Grading Service™
Established 1972

ANACS is the  Collector’s Choice because we 
know what counts: knowledge, integrity, and 
service. How much we value coin collecting is 
evident in our work.

The ANACS team enthusiastically works to 
advance coin collecting by offering unequaled 
expertise and developing new services.

This makes ANACS the choice of hobbyists, 
professional numismatists, and dealers. We are 
the coin grading service to contact when you 
want to know all the details about your coin’s 
authenticity and grading.



New Edition of Bart’s United States Paper Money Errors Available Now

Comprehensive Catalog and Price 
Guide makes first appearance since 
2008

By Coin & Currency Institute….

After a lapse of seven years, a new 
edition of United States Paper Money 
Errors, Fred Bart’s ground-breaking 
book is now available. The fourth 
edition is more than just an update 
to the third: Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing (BEP) errors have been 
added, nearly all the illustrations have 
been changed, there is a rarity guide 
for each note–which additionally are 
now priced in four grades (EF, AU, 
Choice CU and Gem CU)–and, for the 
first time, there is a section showing 
some notes in color.

This has always been an enormously 
popular book, not only among 
established collectors but also with 
newcomers seeking to learn more 
about their “find.” There is no other 
book like it on the market. More than 
a price guide, its 296 pages contain a 
wealth of information on what to look 
for and what mistakes to avoid. It is 
a necessity for all dealers, collectors, 
and anyone who comes into regular 
contact with paper money.

• The new and improved must-have book for U.S. paper money errors
• Rarity guide for each note
• Prices in four conditions
• The universally-used Friedberg Numbering System™–The standard 

method for describing U.S. currency
• Invaluable appendices with data found nowhere else
• Hundreds of photos
• 296 pages, 20+ with new info
• Convenient & handy 5.75 x inch format
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This price guide is brought to you by Mint Error News. It has been compiled by 
many of the top major mint error dealers.
This price guide is a guide. Prices fluctuate due to the date, grade, eye appeal and how 
dramatic the striking error is. Rarity is also a factor. The price is sometimes based on 
the rarity and grade of the type of coin as well as how rare the error is. The price can 
also vary depending on whether two collectors are bidding for the same rare major 
mint error. When purchasing a mint error, it is important to use multiple resources to 
determine value, as there are many mint errors that do not fit into one category.

Proof Errors (Updated May 2021)

Proof coins are struck by technicians who hand 
feed the blanks into special presses. They are 

produced, examined, and packaged using extreme 
quality control. It is very unusual to find major 
proof errors. A few broadstrikes, off-centers, 
double strikes in collars and off-metals have been 
known to be found in sealed proof sets. Proof 
errors are aggressively sought after by many error 
collectors.

A very small group of Proof errors recently came 
from a collection that was auctioned by the State of 
California. The U.S. Secret Service inspected and 
released this collection to the State of California 
determining that it was legal to own. The State of 
California then auctioned the collection and it has 
been dispersed since the sale.

Denomination Broadstrikes Die Trials Double/Triple 
Strikes

Off-Center 
Strikes

Partial Collar 
Errors

Proof Lincoln Cent $1,000 - $1,500 $1,000 $3,000 $1,500 - $3,000 $500
Proof Jefferson Nickel $2,500 - $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $2,000 - $5,000 $1,000
Proof Clad Dime $3,000 - $5,000 $4,000 $4,000 $2,500 - $5,000 $1,250
Proof Clad Quarter $4,000 - $5,000 $5,000 $6,000 $7,500 $1,500
Proof Clad Half $5,000 - $7,000 $4,000 - $5,000 $7,500 $10,000 $2,000
Proof Ike Dollar $15,000 - $25,000 - $4,000
Presidential Dollar - - - - 3 Known

- Updated May 2021 -

Mint Error News Price Guide
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Broadstrikes (Updated May 2021)

A broadstruck error occurs when a coin is 
struck without the collar to form the rim and 

edge that is part of the shape of the coin. Coins 
can be broadstruck on either type one or type two 
planchets. When a coin is broadstruck the blank 
being fed into the collar will spread and distort 
outward as it is being struck because the collar 
isn’t in the correct position to retain it.

Denomination (Small) XF/AU (Small) Unc (Large) XF/AU (Large) Unc
Large Cent $150 $300 $400 $1,500
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858) $1,000 $2,500 $1,500 $7,500
Indian Cent $50 $150 $200 $350
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier $50 $150 $100 $250
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $40 $100 $75 $200
Proof Lincoln Cent N/A $1,500 N/A $2,500
3 Cent Nickel $250 $1,000 $400 $1,500
3 Cent Silver $1,000 $3,500 $1,500 $5,000
Shield Nickel $400 $1,250 $1,000 $2,500
Liberty Nickel $150 $300 $200 $600
Buffalo Nickel $100 $200 $200 $500
Jefferson Nickel War Time $100 $200 $200 $500
Proof Jefferson Nickel N/A $2,500 N/A $4,000
Seated Half Dime Legend $1,500 $3,500 $2,000 $7,500
Seated Dime Legend $1,500 $3,500 $2,000 $7,500
Barber Dime $150 $250 $200 $400
Mercury Dime $40 $150 $150 $250
Proof Clad Dime N/A $3,000 N/A $5,000
Barber Quarter $600 $1,250 $1,000 $2,500
Standing Liberty Quarter $2,000 $4,000 $3,000 $6,000
Washington Quarter Silver $75 $150 $100 $250
State Quarter N/A $25 N/A $50
Proof Clad Quarter N/A $4,000 N/A $5,000
Barber Half $1,000 $2,000 $2,000 $4,000
Walking Liberty Half $3,000 $5,000 $4,000 $7,000
Franklin Half $1,500 $3,000 $2,000 $4,000
Kennedy Half Silver $150 $250 $200 $300
Kennedy Half Clad $40 $60 $50 $75
Proof Clad Half N/A $5,000 N/A $7,000
Morgan Dollar $200 $500 $400 $1,000
Peace Dollar $5,000 $7,500 $6,000 $10,000
IKE Dollar $100 $150 $150 $200
SBA Dollar $50 $75 $100 $200
Sac Dollar N/A $300 N/A $1,000
Presidential Dollar N/A $1,500 N/A $2,500
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Partial collar strikes occur when there is a malfunction 
of the striking press.  This causes the collar to be in 

an incorrect position.  The lower die (usually the reverse 
die) is recessed in the collar.  This allows the coin which 
is going to be struck to have a formed rim.  After a coin 
is struck the lower die raises upwards, pushing the struck 
coin out of the collar and ejecting it.  If a blank entering 
the collar is not properly seated, it will only have partial 
reeding as it is struck.  The edge of this coin will have a 
partial reeding and a partial blank surface area.  Recently, 
the Mint has installed new machinery where either die can 
be installed in either position.

Denomination XF/AU Unc
Large Cent $100 $200
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858) $500 $1,500
Indian Cent $35 $100
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier $30 $100
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $25 $50
Proof Lincoln Cent N/A $750
3 Cent Nickel $150 $500
3 Cent Silver $250 $750
Shield Nickel $200 $600
Liberty Nickel $50 $150
Buffalo Nickel $50 $75
Jefferson Nickel War Time $40 $60
Proof Jefferson Nickel N/A $1,000
Seated Half Dime Legend $750 $1,500
Seated Dime Legend $500 $1,250
Barber Dime $75 $150
Mercury Dime $30 $100
Proof Clad Dime N/A $1,250
Barber Quarter $300 $750
Standing Liberty Quarter $1,250 $2,000
Washington Quarter Silver $40 $75
State Quarter N/A $15
Proof Clad Quarter N/A $1,500
Barber Half $1,000 $1,500
Walking Liberty Half $1,500 $3,500
Franklin Half $500 $1,000
Kennedy Half Silver $50 $100
Kennedy Half Clad $20 $30
Proof Clad Half N/A $2,000
Morgan Dollar $150 $300
Peace Dollar $1,000 $2,500
IKE Dollar $50 $100
SBA Dollar $20 $30
Sac Dollar N/A $100
Presidential Dollar N/A $400
$1 Gold Type 1 $2,500 $5,000
$1 Gold Type 2 $5,000 $10,000
$1 Gold Type 3 $2,000 $3,000
$2½ Liberty $2,000 $3,000
$2½ Indian $2,000 $3,000
$3 $5,000 $10,000
$5 Liberty $4,000 $5,000
$5 Indian $4,000 $6,000
$10 Liberty $4,000 $7,500
$10 Indian $7,500 $10,000
$20 Liberty Type 3 $7,500 $10,000
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Uniface coins occur when there have been two 
blank planchets in the press at the same time. 

The other blank will obstruct the die on either 
the obverse or reverse side, which will prevent it 
from having that design on the coin. There are 
many different variations involving uniface errors. 
In addition to having a 100% blank obverse or 
reverse, a coin can be struck off-center, with a 
blank planchet in the collar which will obstruct 
one side of the off-center. There are also mated 
pairs which have a combination of multiple errors 
which can include a side which is uniface. Finally, 
there are uniface strikes due to a die cap which 
adhered to the die, forming itself in the shape of a 
die and striking blank planchets.

Denomination Uniface Obverse XF Uniface Obverse Unc Uniface Reverse XF Uniface Reverse Unc
Large Cent $1,500 $4,000 $1,250 $2,000
Indian Cent $750 $3,000 $700 $2,500
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $250 $500 $200 $400
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $50 $100 $40 $75
3 Cent Nickel $1,500 $3,000 $1,250 $2,500
Shield Nickel $1,750 $4,000 $1,500 $3,000
Liberty Nickel $2,000 $3,500 $1,500 $3,000
Buffalo Nickel $2,250 $3,000 $2,000 $2,500
Jefferson Nickel War Time $300 $750 $250 $500
Jefferson Nickel $20 $40 $20 $40
Barber Dime $2,000 $3,000 $1,500 $2,500
Mercury Dime $1,500 $2,500 $1,250 $2,250
Roosevelt Dime Silver $100 $150 $100 $150
Roosevelt Dime Clad $40 $75 $35 $60
Washington Quarter Silver $400 $750 $350 $500
Washington Quarter Clad $100 $125 $75 $100
State Quarter N/A $300 N/A $500
Kennedy Half Clad $750 $1,000 $500 $750
IKE Dollar $2,000 $4,000 N/A $3,000
SBA Dollar $500 $1,000 N/A $750
Sac Dollar $750 $1,500 N/A $1,000
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Bonded coins occur when the feeder 
system, which supplies blank planchets 

to the coin press, malfunctions and jams. 
When this occurs, a struck coin is not 
properly ejected and another planchet is fed 
into the collar and is struck. This struck coin 
will land on top of the previously unejected 
strike. These coins will then crush and bond 
together. This may occur many times as more 
coins bond.

Denomination 2 Planchets 3-4 Planchets 5-10 Planchets
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $5,000 $15,000 −
Lincoln Cent Memorial $600 $2,000 $5,000 - $10,000
Jefferson Nickel $1,250 $5,000 $6,000 - $10,000
Roosevelt Dime Silver $4,000 $12,500 −
Roosevelt Dime Clad $1,500 $5,000 −
Washington Quarter Silver $7,500 − −
Washington Quarter Clad $3,000 − −
State Quarter $5,000 − −
Kennedy Half Silver $12,500 − −
Kennedy Half Clad $10,000 − −
IKE Dollar − − −
SBA Dollar $10,000 − −
Sac Dollar $10,000 − −
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The blanking press takes the coils of 
metal strips and punches blanks out of 

it, ejecting the webbing at the other end. The 
webbing is cut into small scrap pieces to be 
melted and recycled. Occasionally a scrap 
piece will be mixed with the blank planchets 
and struck by the dies. Struck fragments are 
rare in the larger denominations. These can 
be uniface or die struck both sides and are 
very rare on type coins.

Denomination Uniface Die Struck Both Sides
Indian Cent $1,000 $2,000
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $750 $2,000
Lincoln Cent Memorial $75 $125
3 Cent Nickel $3,000 $3,500
Jefferson Nickel $100 $200
Roosevelt Dime Silver $500 $1,000
Roosevelt Dime Clad $150 $250
Washington Quarter Silver $1,250 $1,500
Washington Quarter Clad $200 $300
State Quarter $750 $1,000
Kennedy Half Silver $1,500 $2,500
Kennedy Half Clad $750 $1,250
IKE Dollar $4,000 $6,000
SBA Dollar $2,000 $3,000
Sac Dollar $2,000 $4,000
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Mated pairs involve two individual coins with different 
errors that were struck together at the same time. Mated 

pair error combinations can be found in most error types and 
come in many shapes and sizes. Mated pairs can be overlapped 
when one of the coins is struck off-center on top of another 
coin. Another type involves a brockage where a struck coin 
was perfectly centered on a blank and restruck. Some mated 
pairs involve a die cap where the cap and brockage coin are 
discovered together, but this is a scarce find.

The rarest mated pair type involves two die caps (obverse and 
reverse) where both dies were capped at the same time and both 
die caps are mated. This last type is extremely rare and there 
are only a few known examples of mated pairs involving an 

obverse die cap and reverse die cap. There are several of these mated pairs known on Kennedy Halves 
including two dated 1976, which is the Bicentennial year. One of the most spectacular mated pairs involve 
two Barber Dimes, an obverse die cap mated to a reverse die cap and are unique.

Mated pairs can also involve an off-metal where a smaller blank planchet or smaller struck coin was struck 
on top of a larger coin. This type is extremely rare. The most spectacular pair known is a double struck 
Franklin Half which was mated to a Lincoln Cent. The Lincoln Cent blank was on top of the obverse of the 
struck Franklin Half. This pair was then struck together. It is unique.

Denomination Overlapping Full Brockage Die Cap 2 Die Caps
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $3,500 $4,500 $7,500 −
Lincoln Cent Memorial $500 $750 $750 $1,250
Liberty Nickel − $20,000 − −
Jefferson Nickel (pre War Time) − − − $15,000
Jefferson Nickel $1,000 $1,250 $1,500 $2,500
Barber Dime − − − $50,000
Roosevelt Dime Silver $3,500 $4,000 $4,000 −
Roosevelt Dime Clad $1,250 $1,500 $2,500 $3,000
Washington Quarter Silver $5,000 − − −
Washington Quarter Clad $2,000 $2,500 $5,000 $7,500
State Quarter $4,000 $6,000 $10,000 −
Kennedy Half Silver $7,500 $7,500 $7,500 $12,500
Kennedy Half Clad $5,000 $6,000 $6,000 $8,500
Kennedy Half Bicentennial $6,000 $7,500 $7,500 $10,000
IKE Dollar $20,000 − − −
SBA Dollar $10,000 $12,500 − −
Sac Dollar − − − −
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A transitional error occurs when a coin is 
struck on a planchet from a previous year 

with different metal composition. The most 
famous transitional is a 1943 copper cent struck 
on a 1942 copper blank. 1943 cents were struck in 
steel because of the copper shortage during World 
War II. Other famous transitionals include 1965 
coinage struck in silver instead of clad.

There are also transitionals struck on blanks for 
the next year. An example is 1964 coinage in clad 
instead of silver. Most recently, transitionals were 
discovered involving the SBA and Sacagawea 
Dollars of 1999 and 2000. There are eight known 
1999 SBA Dollars struck on the brass planchet for 
the 2000 Sacagawea Dollar, and four known 2000 
Sacagawea Dollars struck on a clad planchet for 
the 1999 SBA Dollar.

Denomination Off-Metal Planchet Circulated AU Unc Choice Unc – Gem

Lincoln Cent 1943 Transitional Copper Cent Planchet $75,000 $100,000 $200,000 $250,000
Lincoln Cent 1944 Transitional Steel Cent Planchet $30,000 $50,000 $100,000 $150,000
Lincoln Cent 1964 Transitional Clad Dime Planchet $2,000 $3,000 $3,500 $4,000
Lincoln Cent 1965 Transitional Silver Dime Planchet $2,750 $4,500 $6,000 $7,500

Roosevelt Dime 1964 Transitional Clad Dime Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500
Roosevelt Dime 1965 Transitional Silver Dime Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500

Washington Quarter 1964 Transitional Clad Quarter Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500
Washington Quarter 1965 Transitional Silver Quarter Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500

Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional Clad Half Planchet $5,000 $6,000 $7,000 $9,000
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional Silver Half Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $10,000
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional Clad Quarter Planchet $5,000 $6,000 $7,500 $8,500
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional Silver Quarter Planchet $7,000 $8,000 $9,000 $10,000

Ike Dollar Transitional 40% Silver Planchet $2,750 $3,000 $3,500 $4,000
SBA Dollar Transitional Sacagawea Planchet N/A N/A $7,500 $10,000

Sacagawea Dollar Transitional SBA Planchet N/A N/A $7,500 $10,000
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Major mint errors on U.S. Gold coins are the 
most prized category of all mint errors. 

Gold errors are very rare and a few have traded in 
the $75,000 to $100,000 range. Even a broadstruck 
U.S. Gold coin can easily sell for $15,000 to 
$30,000 compared to a broadstruck Cent, Nickel, 
Dime or Quarter which all sell for well under $10. 
Many serious collectors of Gold Errors have to 
wait patiently for months and sometimes even 
years to acquire that one special piece for their 
collection.

The prices listed here are for common dates in 
AU-Unc. Better dates and errors that are in gem 
condition are worth considerably more.

Denomination Partial Collar Broadstruck Clipped Planchet 3% - 5% Off-Center 10% - 15% Off-Center

$1 Gold Type 1 $1,000 $5,000 $2,000 $10,000 $25,000
$1 Gold Type 2 $5,000 $10,000 $10,000 $20,000 $35,000
$1 Gold Type 3 $1,000 $4,000 $1,500 $7,500 $15,000
$2½ Liberty $2,000 $7,500 $2,500 $10,000 $20,000
$2½ Indian $2,000 $7,500 $2,500 $7,500 $17,500
$3 Indian $5,000 $15,000 $5,000 $15,000 $35,000
$5 Liberty $4,000 $8,500 $3,000 $12,500 $30,000
$5 Indian $5,000 $10,000 $3,000 $30,000 $50,000
$10 Liberty $4,000 $20,000 $3,000 $25,000 $50,000
$10 Indian $5,000 $20,000 $5,000 $30,000 $60,000
$20 Liberty $5,000 $20,000 $7,500 $50,000 $125,000
$20 St. Gaudens – – $5,000 – –
$5 American Eagle $1,000 $2,000 $750 $2,500 $3,500
$10 American Eagle $1,250 $2,500 $1,000 $3,000 $3,500
$25 American Eagle $1,500 $3,000 $1,500 $3,500 $5,000
$50 American Eagle $2,000 $5,000 $2,000 $5,000 $10,000
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An indent error occurs when two blanks are 
fed inadvertently into the same collar, with 

one blank partly overlaying on top of the other. 
When the hammer die strikes this combination, 
the upper blank will be forced into the lower 
blank, creating a depression which is shaped 
similar to the upper blank. A scarce type of 
indent occurs when a blank intended for one 
denomination lands on top of a blank from a 
different denomination.

Denomination 10% - 25% XF 30% - 50% XF 10% - 25% Unc 30% - 50% Unc
Large Cent $300 $600 $750 $2,000
Indian Cent $250 $500 $400 $750
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $100 $300 $175 $500
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $30 $75 $75 $125
3 Cent Nickel $500 $1,250 $1,500 $3,000
Shield Nickel $500 $1,500 $2,000 $3,000
Liberty Nickel $400 $1,000 $750 $1,500
Buffalo Nickel $300 $1,000 $600 $2,000
Jefferson Nickel War Time $200 $400 $400 $750
Jefferson Nickel $10 $25 $15 $30
Barber Dime $1,000 $2,000 $1,500 $3,000
Mercury Dime $300 $750 $500 $1,500
Roosevelt Dime Silver $30 $60 $50 $100
Roosevelt Dime Clad $10 $20 $15 $30
Washington Quarter Silver $100 $200 $150 $300
Washington Quarter Clad $25 $50 $35 $100
State Quarter N/A N/A $200 $350
Kennedy Half Clad $150 $300 $200 $400
IKE Dollar $350 $1,000 $500 $1,500
SBA Dollar $200 $400 $250 $500
Sac Dollar $300 $500 $400 $750
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Die caps are caused when a struck coin sticks 
to the upper hammer die. Once the coin is 

struck to the die face, the reverse of the struck 
coin becomes the new die face. When the next 
blank is fed into the collar and the strike occurs, 
the reverse design of the adhered struck coin im-
presses itself into the new blank. This struck coin 
is a brockage strike. The coin that adhered to the 
upper die is known as a die cap. This process re-
peats itself as more coins are struck by the cap. 
The greater the number of strikes, the higher the 
cap metal will be pushed around the upper die 
shaft. Eventually, the cap brakes away from the 
die in the shape of a thimble.

Denomination Obverse Cap XF Obverse Cap Unc Reverse Cap XF Reverse Cap Unc
Large Cent $25,000 $50,000 – –
Indian Cent 1859 $20,000 $40,000 – –
Indian Cent 1860-1864 $15,000 $40,000 – –
Indian Cent 1864-1909 $15,000 $30,000 – –
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel – – – –
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $1,000 $2,500 $500 $1,000
Lincoln Cent Memorial $150 $200 $50 $100
2 Cent Piece $20,000 $50,000 $15,000 $30,000
3 Cent Nickel – – – –
Shield Nickel – – – –
Liberty Nickel $12,500 $25,000 – –
Buffalo Nickel (1 Known) – $30,000 – –
Jefferson Nickel War Time $10,000 – – –
Jefferson Nickel $200 $350 $150 $250
Barber Dime $15,000 $30,000 $12,500 $20,000
Mercury Dime (2 Known) $5,000 $7,500 – –
Roosevelt Dime Silver $750 $1,250 $500 $750
Roosevelt Dime Clad $200 $400 $200 $250
Barber Quarter $20,000 $50,000 – –
Washington Quarter Silver $1,500 $4,000 $1,500 $2,000
Washington Quarter Clad $350 $750 $250 $350
State Quarter N/A $1,000 N/A $600
Kennedy Half Silver $3,000 $5,000 $2,000 $3,000
Kennedy Half Clad $2,000 $3,500 $1,500 $2,000
Kennedy Half Bicentennial $2,500 $4,000 $1,750 $2,500
IKE Dollar – $30,000 – –
SBA Dollar N/A $15,000 N/A $10,000
Sac Dollar N/A $15,000 N/A $15,000
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Die adjustment strikes are also known 
as die trials. This error occurs when a 

coin is struck from the press with very little 
pressure. When the press is being set up and 
adjusted, extremely weak strikes occur as the 
strike pressure reaches its optimum level. 
These die trials are destroyed after being 
struck and are rarely found in circulation.

Denomination XF/AU Unc
Indian Cent $1,000 $2,000
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ear $200 $300
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $750 $1,500
Lincoln Cent Memorial $50 $75
2 Cent $5,000 –
Liberty Nickel $3,000 $5,000
Buffalo Nickel $4,000 $7,500
Jefferson Nickel War Time $1,250 $2,000
Jefferson Nickel $75 $100
Proof Jefferson Nickel N/A $4,000
Barber Dime $2,500 $3,500
Mercury Dime $1,000 $1,500
Roosevelt Dime Silver $350 $500
Roosevelt Dime Clad $100 $125
Seated Quarter $4,000 $7,500
Standing Liberty Quarter $7,500 $15,000
Washington Quarter Silver $500 $750
Washington Quarter Clad (Pre-State) $125 $150
State Quarter N/A $200
Walking Liberty Half $2,500 $5,000
Kennedy Half Silver $500 $750
Kennedy Half Clad $200 $250
Proof Kennedy Half 40% Silver N/A $5,000
Proof Kennedy Half Clad N/A $4,000
Morgan Dollar $4,000 $7,500
Peace Dollar $7,000 $10,000
IKE Dollar $300 $400
IKE Dollar Bicentennial $350 $500
SBA Dollar N/A $500
Sac Dollar N/A $1,000
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One of the most expensive, popular, and 
desired types of errors are the double 

denominations. This error happens when a 
coin is struck on a previously struck coin of a 
smaller denomination. Examples are a cent on 
a struck dime, and a nickel on a struck cent. 
The most dramatic are those with considerable 
design visible from the original strike. There 
are a few known double denominations with 
different dates.

Denomination Struck On Circulated AU Unc
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears Mercury Dime $6,000 $12,500 $20,000
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears Roosevelt Dime $4,000 $5,000 $6,000
Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears Foreign Coin $2,000 $2,500 –
Lincoln Cent Memorial Roosevelt Dime Silver $3,000 $4,500 $6,000
Lincoln Cent Memorial Roosevelt Dime Clad N/A N/A $750
Lincoln Cent Memorial Foreign Coin N/A $600 $750
Jefferson Nickel Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $1,500 $2,000 $2,500
Jefferson Nickel Lincoln Cent Memorial N/A $750 $1,000
Jefferson Nickel Foreign Coin $1,000 $1,250 $1,500
Jefferson Nickel Roosevelt Dime $1,000 $1,250 $1,500
Roosevelt Dime Silver Foreign Coin $4,000 $5,000 $7,500
Roosevelt Dime Clad Foreign Coin $3,000 $4,000 $5,000
Washington Quarter Silver Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $3,000 $4,000 $6,000
Washington Quarter Silver Lincoln Cent Memorial $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Washington Quarter Silver Foreign Coin $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Washington Quarter Silver Jefferson Nickel $3,000 $4,000 $6,000
Washington Quarter Silver Roosevelt Dime Silver $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Washington Quarter Clad Lincoln Cent Memorial $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Washington Quarter Clad Foreign Coin $2,000 $2,500 $3,000
Washington Quarter Clad Jefferson Nickel $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Washington Quarter Clad Roosevelt Dime Clad $2,000 $2,500 $3,000
State Quarter Jefferson Nickel N/A $5,000 $7,500
State Quarter (Extremely Rare) Any Other Denomination N/A $10,000 $12,500
Franklin Half Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $7,500 $12,500 $25,000
Kennedy Half (Extremely Rare) Any Denomination $7,500 $10,000 $12,500
IKE Dollar (Extremely Rare) Any Denomination $15,000 $20,000 $25,000
Sac Dollar Maryland State Quarter N/A $3,000 $4,000
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Denomination 50% Brockage XF 100% Brockage XF 50% Brockage Unc 100% Brockage Unc

Large Cent $600 $1,000 $3,000 $10,000

Indian Cent $500 $1,250 $1,500 $4,000

Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $350 $500 $650 $1,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $125 $200 $200 $350

3 Cent Nickel $1,250 $2,000 $3,500 $5,000

3 Cent Silver $2,000 $3,000 $3,000 $6,000

Shield Nickel $1,500 $2,500 $3,500 $5,000

Liberty Nickel $1,250 $2,250 $2,000 $4,000

Buffalo Nickel $2,000 $2,500 $4,000 $7,500

Jefferson Nickel War Time $250 $750 $750 $1,500

Jefferson Nickel $50 $75 $50 $150

Barber Dime $1,500 $3,500 $5,000 $12,500

Mercury Dime $750 $3,000 $1,500 $4,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver $100 $200 $150 $250

Roosevelt Dime Clad $50 $100 $75 $150

Washington Quarter Silver $200 $500 $500 $1,000

Washington Quarter Clad $75 $150 $150 $250

State Quarter N/A N/A $750 $1,500

Kennedy Half Clad N/A N/A $650 $1,500

IKE Dollar $1,500 $4,000 $3,000 $7,500

SBA Dollar N/A N/A $500 $2,500

Sac Dollar N/A N/A $1,500 $5,000

A brockage error can only occur when there 
are two coins involved. One of the coins 

involved will always be a struck coin which has 
not ejected properly. That struck coin will find 
its way back between the dies and will be struck 
next to a blank planchet which was fed into the 
collar. The image of that first struck coin will be 
impressed into that side of the blank planchet. The 
result will be a second coin which has images of 
the first coin impressed into it. Those images will 
be pressed into the coin and the image will be in 
reverse. This incuse sunken image is known as a 
brockage.
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Denomination XF/AU Unc
Large Cent $1,000 $7,500
Indian Cent $600 $1,000
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier $850 $1,500
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $400 $1,500
Proof Lincoln Cent N/A $4,000
3 Cent Nickel $2,000 $3,500
Liberty Nickel $4,000 $10,000
Buffalo Nickel $5,000 $10,000
Jefferson Nickel War Time $750 $2,000
Proof Jefferson Nickel N/A $5,000
Barber Dime $4,000 $10,000
Mercury Dime $3,500 $8,500
Proof Clad Dime N/A $5,000
Standing Liberty Quarter $15,000 $50,000
Washington Quarter Silver $200 $350
State Quarter N/A $350 – $750
Proof Clad Quarter N/A $6,000
Walking Liberty Half $10,000 $25,000
Franklin Half $6,500 $10,000
Kennedy Half Silver $1,500 $2,500
Kennedy Half Clad N/A $750
Proof Kennedy Half Clad N/A $7,500
Morgan Dollar $10,000 $25,000
Peace Dollar $15,000 $40,000
IKE Dollar $2,000 $4,000 - $7,500
SBA Dollar $1,000 $2,500 – $4,000
Sac Dollar $750 $1,250 – $2,500

When a blank planchet is struck by the 
dies, the normal procedure is for the 

feeders to eject the struck coin out of the collar 
and into a chute. If there is a malfunction and 
the struck coin isn’t ejected, it may receive a 
second or third strike by the dies. A multiple 
struck coin can happen in many ways and 
have many combinations of errors.

(Since each double and multiple strike can vary from being 10% off-
center to 90% off-center, the prices listed below can be substantially 
more based on the percent off-center and dramatic overall look.)
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Off-center coins are one of the most 
common and best known types of 

errors. This happens when a blank which is 
supposed to be fed into the press, lands in the 
collar improperly. When this occurs only part 
of the blank is between the upper and lower 
dies. When the dies strike the blank, only that 
part will be struck with a design.

Denomination 10% - 15% XF/AU 25% - 60% XF/AU 10% - 15% Unc 25% - 60% Unc
Large Cent $400 $2,500 $1,000 $10,000
Flying Eagle Cent (1857 – 1858) $2,500 $10,000 $5,000 $20,000
Indian Cent $100 $400 $200 $600
Lincoln Cent 1930 and Earlier $75 $300 $150 $750
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $40 $250 $100 $500
Proof Lincoln Cent N/A N/A $1,500 $3,000
3 Cent Nickel $300 $1,500 $600 $3,500
3 Cent Silver $1,000 $5,000 $2,000 $7,500
Shield Nickel $750 $2,500 $1,000 $7,500
Liberty Nickel $250 $1,000 $500 $2,500
Buffalo Nickel $250 $750 $400 $1,500
Jefferson Nickel War Time $100 $500 $200 $1,000
Proof Jefferson Nickel N/A N/A $2,000 $5,000
Seated Half Dime Legend $3,000 $7,500 $5,000 $15,000
Seated Dime Legend $2,000 $7,000 $3,500 $10,000
Barber Dime $300 $1,500 $500 $2,500
Mercury Dime $100 $750 $150 $1,250
Proof Clad Dime N/A N/A $2,500 $5,000
Barber Quarter $1,500 $5,000 $2,500 $10,000
Standing Liberty Quarter $5,000 $20,000 $20,000 $40,000
Washington Quarter Silver $50 $100 $75 $150
State Quarter N/A N/A $75 $300
Proof Clad Quarter N/A N/A $3,000 $6,000
Barber Half $4,000 $10,000 $6,000 $20,000
Walking Liberty Half $4,000 $12,500 $7,500 $20,000
Franklin Half $2,500 $4,000 $3,500 $7,500
Kennedy Half Silver $100 $500 $250 $1,000
Kennedy Half Clad $60 $250 $100 $400
Proof Clad Half N/A N/A $4,000 $7,500
Morgan Dollar $3,000 $15,000 $10,000 $50,000
Peace Dollar $20,000 $35,000 $50,000 $100,000
IKE Dollar $125 $1,250 $150 $2,000
SBA Dollar N/A N/A $100 $500
Sac Dollar N/A N/A $1,000 $3,500
Presidential Dollar − − $1,500 $5,000
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Off-metal and wrong planchet errors occur when a correctly made 
blank from one denomination is accidentally fed into a press for 

another denomination. Examples are a nickel struck on a cent planchet 
and a cent struck on a dime planchet. The coin struck on an incorrect 
blank will weigh exactly what the denomination of that blank would 
have been. An even more dramatic wrong planchet error is a coin struck 
on a previously struck coin of a different metal.

Denomination Off-Metal Planchet Circulated AU Unc Choice Unc – Gem
Indian Cent Foreign Planchet $1,000 $1,500 $5,000 $7,500
Indian Cent Dime Planchet $20,000 $30,000 $50,000 $75,000

Lincoln Cent Before 1919 Dime Planchet $4,000 $6,500 $10,000 –
Lincoln Cent Before 1919 Foreign Planchet $750 $2,000 $4,000 –
Lincoln Cent 1919 – 1940 Dime Planchet $2,000 $2,500 $4,000 $6,000
Lincoln Cent 1919 – 1940 Foreign Planchet $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,500
Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel Dime Planchet $1,500 $2,500 $3,500 $7,500

Lincoln Cent 1943 Transitional Copper Cent Planchet $75,000 100,000 $150,000 $200,000
Lincoln Cent 1944 Transitional Steel Cent Planchet $30,000 $50,000 $100,000 $150,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears (1941-1964) Dime Planchet $500 $600 $1,000 $2,000
Lincoln Cent 1965 and Later Dime Planchet $125 $150 $200 $350

Lincoln Cent 1964 Transitional Clad Dime Planchet $2,000 $3,000 $3,500 $4,000
Lincoln Cent 1965 Transitional Silver Dime Planchet $2,750 $4,500 $6,000 $7,500

Shield Nickel Foreign Planchet $7,500 $12,500 – –
Shield Nickel Cent Planchet $15,000 $25,000 $40,000 $60,000
Liberty Nickel Foreign Planchet $400 $750 $1,250 $2,000
Liberty Nickel Cent Planchet $2,000 $3,000 $6,000 $7,500
Buffalo Nickel Foreign Planchet $2,500 $7,500 $12,500 –
Buffalo Nickel Cent Planchet $2,000 $4,000 $6,000 $8,000

Jefferson Nickel Before 1950 Cent Planchet $250 $500 $750 $1,000
Jefferson Nickel 1950 and Later Cent Planchet $125 $150 $200 $250

Jefferson Nickel 1943 Steel Cent Planchet $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $5,000
Jefferson Nickel 1964 and Earlier Silver Dime Planchet $200 $300 $350 $400
Jefferson Nickel 1965 and Later Clad Dime Planchet $150 $200 $225 $250

Roosevelt Dime Silver Foreign Planchet $2,000 $2,500 $3,000 $3,500
Roosevelt Dime Clad Foreign Planchet $1,500 $2,000 $2,250 $2,500

Roosevelt Dime 1964 Transitional Clad Dime Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $10,000 $12,500
Roosevelt Dime 1965 Transitional Silver Dime Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500

Washington Quarter Silver Cent Planchet $300 $400 $500 $750
Washington Quarter Silver Nickel Planchet $300 $400 $500 $600
Washington Quarter Clad Cent Planchet $250 $300 $400 $500
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Denomination Off-Metal Planchet Circulated AU Unc Choice Unc – Gem
Washington Quarter Clad Nickel Planchet $100 $150 $200 $250

Washington Quarter Silver Dime Planchet $300 $400 $500 $650
Washington Quarter Clad Dime Planchet $250 $300 $350 $400

Washington Quarter 1964 Transitional Clad Quarter Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $12,500
Washington Quarter 1965 Transitional Silver Quarter Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $8,500

State Quarter Cent Planchet N/A $6,500 $7,500 $8,000
Delaware State Quarter Nickel Planchet N/A $500 $650 $750
All Other State Quarters Nickel Planchet N/A $1,000 $1,250 $1,500

State Quarter Dime Planchet N/A $5,000 $5,500 $6,000
Walking Half Dime Planchet N/A N/A N/A $50,000
Walking Half Quarter Planchet $17,500 $22,500 $40,000 $35,000
Walking Half Foreign Planchet $10,000 $15,000 $30,000 $25,000
Franklin Half Cent Planchet $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000
Franklin Half Nickel Planchet $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000
Franklin Half Dime Planchet $3,500 $4,500 $5,500 $6,500
Franklin Half Quarter Planchet $600 $750 $1,000 $1,250

Kennedy Half Silver 1964 Cent Planchet $1,000 $1,250 $1,500 $2,000
Kennedy Half Silver 1964 Nickel Planchet $1,000 $1,250 $1,500 $2,000
Kennedy Half Silver 1964 Dime Planchet $1,000 $1,250 $2,000 $2,500
Kennedy Half Silver 1964 Quarter Planchet $400 $500 $600 $750

Kennedy Half Clad Cent Planchet $750 $850 $1,000 $1,500
Kennedy Half Clad Nickel Planchet $750 $850 $1,000 $1,250
Kennedy Half Clad Dime Planchet $750 $850 $1,000 $1,400
Kennedy Half Clad Quarter Planchet $350 $400 $450 $500

Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional Clad Half Planchet $3,500 $4,500 $6,000 $10,000
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional Silver Half Planchet $5,000 $6,500 $7,500 $10,000
Kennedy Half 1964 Transitional Clad Quarter Planchet $3,000 $4,000 $6,000 $7,500
Kennedy Half 1965 Transitional Silver Quarter Planchet $7,000 $8,000 $9,000 $10,000

Ike Dollar Cent Planchet $7,500 $10,000 $12,500 $15,000
Ike Dollar Nickel Planchet $10,000 $12,500 $15,000 $20,000
Ike Dollar Dime Planchet $7,500 $8,500 $10,000 $12,500
Ike Dollar Quarter Planchet $7,000 $10,000 $12,500 $15,000
Ike Dollar Half Planchet $1,600 $1,750 $2,000 $3,000
Ike Dollar Foreign Planchet $900 $1,000 $1,250 $1,500

Ike Dollar Transitional 40% Silver Planchet $2,750 $3,000 $3,500 $5,000
SBA Dollar Cent Planchet N/A $1,750 $3,000 $5,000
SBA Dollar Nickel Planchet N/A $6,000 $7,000 $8,000
SBA Dollar Dime Planchet N/A $6,000 $7,000 $10,000
SBA Dollar Quarter Planchet N/A $600 $850 $1,000
Sac Dollar Cent Planchet N/A $12,500 $15,000 $20,000
Sac Dollar Nickel Planchet N/A $12,500 $15,000 $20,000
Sac Dollar Dime Planchet N/A $8,000 $15,000 $20,000
Sac Dollar Quarter Planchet N/A $1,500 $2,000 $2,500

Mint Error News Price Guide
Off-Metals (Updated May 2021)
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Denomination Circulated AU Unc Choice Unc - Gem

Indian Cent $1,000 $1,500 $2,000 $2,500

Lincoln Cent 1943 Steel $500 $750 $1,500 $2,000

Lincoln Cent Wheat Ears $200 $200 $300 $500

Lincoln Cent Memorial $40 $50 $75 $100

Shield Nickel $1,500 $2,000 $4,000 $5,000

Liberty Nickel $1,500 $2,000 $4,000 $5,000

Jefferson Nickel $50 $100 $150 $200

Barber Dime $3,000 $5,000 $7,500 $10,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver $300 $500 $750 $1,000

Roosevelt Dime Clad $100 $150 $250 $300

Washington Quarter Silver $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000

Washington Quarter Clad $100 $200 $300 $400

State Quarter N/A $750 $1,250 $1,500

Kennedy Half Silver $1,250 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000

Kennedy Half Clad $500 $750 $1,250 $1,500

SBA Dollar N/A $2,000 $3,000 $4,000

A counterbrockage error involves a cap 
die and a previously struck coin. When 

a cap die strikes a previously struck coin, the 
obverse design from that struck coin will be 
impressed into the cap. The result will be a 
design where the cap face will be an incuse 
brockage. When a new blank is struck by 
this cap die with an incuse brockage image, 
the obverse will have a raised and spread 
image from that incuse design of the cap. 
This brockage impression is known as a 
counterbrockage.
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A fold-over coin is one of the most 
dramatic types of errors. It occurs 

when the blank is standing vertically 
between the dies. During the strike, the 
force is so great that it bends and folds the 
blank. These fold-overs can be on-center 
or off-center, and come in many different 
shapes. There are a few fold-overs with 
multiple errors, either with an additional 
strike or fold-over. Denominations above 
quarters are very scarce.

Denomination AU AU Dated Unc Unc Dated

Indian Cent Memorial Copper $1,000 $1,250 $1,250 $1,500

Lincoln Cent Memorial Zinc $750 $1,000 $1,000 $1,250

Jefferson Nickel $2,500 $3,000 $3,000 $4,000

Roosevelt Dime Silver $4,000 $5,000 $5,000 $6,000

Roosevelt Dime Clad $3,000 $3,500 $3,500 $4,500

Washington Quarter Silver $4,000 $5,000 $5,000 $10,000

Washington Quarter Clad $3,500 $4,000 $4,000 $5,000

State Quarter $5,000 $6,000 $6,000 $8,500
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Denomination Unc Choice Gem

Martha Cent $4,000 $5,000 $6,000

Martha Nickel $4,500 $6,000 $7,500

Martha Dime $7,500 $10,000 $12,500

Martha Quarter $5,000 $7,500 $10,000

Martha Half Dollar $5,000 $7,500 $10,000

Martha Dollar (SBA Planchet) $10,000 $12,500 $15,000

Martha Dollar (Sac Planchet) $6,000 $7,500 $10,000

There is one set of a Dime, Quarter and 
Half struck by Martha Washington 

dies that are permanently housed in the 
Smithsonian Institute, embedded in blocks 
of lucite. According to United States Pattern 
and Related Issues, by Andrew W. Pollock 
III, “the only trial pieces purported to have 
survived metallurgical testing in 1965 were 
the Dime, Quarter Dollar, and Half Dollar 
equivalent strikes in copper-nickel clad over 
copper.”

Mike Byers’ discovery of the Martha 
Washington Test Piece on a copper-zinc Cent planchet struck 10% off-center with a uniface reverse 
was a front page Coin World article on August 7th, 2000.



Issues of Mint Error News Magazine are available for you to read online at:

m i n t e r r o r n e w s . c o m

Mike Byers is the Publisher & Editor  of  Mint  Error News Magazine



Fred Weinberg & Co. (fredweinberg.com) has the 
world’s largest and most comprehensive selection 
of United States major mint error coins for purchase. 
Please feel free to browse our inventory to see if we 
have what you are looking for, or e-mail us your want list.

BUYING MAJOR ERROR COINS & CURRENCY

FEATURED INVENTORY
1973-S Ike Dollar D/S-Close Overlap

PCGS PROOF-68 CAMEO

$8,500.00

1977-S Ike Dollar Struck-Thru “Staple” PCGS 
PROOF-67 DEEP CAMEO

7,500.00



1973-S Ken. 50¢ 2-pc. Set - Coin #1 Strong Clashed Dies Obverse and Reverse - Coin #2 Struck on 25¢ Planchet
PCGS PROOF-68 Cameo / PROOF-66 CAMEO

$3,000.00

1977-S Ike Dollar Clashed Dies
PCGS PROOF-68 DEEP CAMEO

$2,250.00
1976-S Bi-Centennial $1 Ike 180° Rotated Reverse

PROOF-68 DEEP CAMEO

$1,800.00



1060692 | SWITZERLAND. Graubünden Canton. 2012 AV 500 Francs. PCGS PR67DCAM 
(Deep Cameo). Allegorical figure of Helvetia places a laurel on the head of a kneeling marksman / 
Denomination within wreath. Haberling 88a.

For the Graubunden Shooting Festival; from a mintage of just 175 pieces, or 180 pieces as reported in 
Häberling for this variety. Variety with the incorrect spelling of the Italian word “TIRO” as “TRIO”.

PCGS Certification Number 35654623................................................................................................$2,950.00

ATLAS NUMISMATICS
World, Ancient and United States Coins of Exceptional Quality

ATLASNUMISMATICS.COM



MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint ErrorS

MIKE BYERS INC
8545 W Wa r M Spr i ng S r d,  St E a- 4 #340,  la S VE g a S ,  nV 89113

MIK E@MIK EBYERS.COM |  714 -914 - 6415

1904 $20 Double Struck
Rotated 180 Degrees in Collar

NGC MS 62 CAC
BYERS COLLECTION

UNIQUE
$150,000



1976 Bicentennial Ike Dollar Double Struck on Dime Planchet
NGC MS 65

$12,000

PO Box 579
Land O Lakes, FL 34639



1973-S Proof Kennedy Half Double Struck 35% Off-Center 
NGC PF 63

$6,500

PO Box 579
Land O Lakes, FL 34639



Saul Teichman’s Want List
I am looking for the following off-metal errors:

Indian Cent on a Dime Planchet
State Quarter on a Dime Planchet

Ike Dollar on a 5 Cent Nickel Planchet
Sacagawea Dollar on a Dime Planchet

Saul.Teichman@ey.com

uspatterns.com
The Society of U.S. Pattern Collectors is dedicated 
to the study of many of the rarest coins struck at the 
U.S. Mint: patterns, die trials and experimental pieces.



Harry E. Jones
Rare Coins & Currency

harryejonescoinsandcurrency.com
440-234-3330

LM ANA   PNG   PCDA

Sell Harry Your Mistakes!!
Leading Dealer in Error Currency For Over 30 Years. Buying and Selling 
the Finest in Error Currency. Especially Want Errors on National Currency. 
Also Buying Uncut Sheets of Nationals Large and Small.

Northeast Numismatics has a million dollar plus inventory of over 
3,500 certified United States and world coins. We carry every area 
of U.S. coinage from colonials through rare gold including proof 
and mint state type, commemoratives, silver dollars and much 
more. We also offer an extensive inventory of world coins. 

High quality “fresh” coins are what we are known for and take 
pleasure in offering. We constantly are hearing from our customers 
about our excellent prices and high customer service. 2003 is our 
39th year of business, so order with complete confidence. Also, 
please keep in mind that we are always buying coins of all kinds, 
certified and uncertified, to fill our want lists.

Northeast Numismatics, Inc.
100 Main Street, Ste. 330
Concord, MA 01742
800-449-2646
www.northeastcoin.com



NORTHERN  
NEVADA COIN 

www.brokencc.com 
WE BUY & SELL 

RARE COINS. 
VISIT US ON THE 

WEB TO VIEW 
OUR

EVER-CHANGING
INVENTORY  
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C

3655 B RESERCH WAY 
CARSON CITY, NV 89706 

1-888-836-8DOLLAR
1-888-836-5527
1-775-884-1660



To join CONECA or to renew your membership visit:

conecaonline.org

Errorscope Magazine
Bi-monthly magazine for CONECA members.



Bart Crane
translinesupply.com

CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 575-4007
Business Hours

Monday - Friday: 7:30AM - 5:30PM PST



S t a n d i n g  L i b e r t y  Q u a r t e r s :
Va r i e t i e s  &  E r r o r s  ( S e c o n d  E d i t i o n )

b y  R o b e r t  H  K n a u s s

V i s i t  a m a z o n . c o m  t o  o r d e r .



New From Krause Publications:

Strike It Rich With Pocket Change
Error Coins Bring Big Money

by Brian Allen & Ken Potter
NEW 4th Edition

It takes a keen eye to spot them - and a 
little know-how - but errors on coins 
produced by the 
U.S. Mint occur 
every year. And 
these errors 
can be worth 
a fortune to 
coin collectors. 
Strike It Rich 
with Pocket 
Change shows 
the reader how 
to detect errors, 
what to look for 
and how to cash 
in on them. 
This book has 
a strong appeal 
for someone 
with a mild 
to dedicated 

interest in coins, while drawing 
upon the treasure hunter in all of us 

- anyone who 
is looking for a 
hobby that does 
not require a 
great up-front 
i n v e s t m e n t , 
yet offers the 
potential of 
d i s c o v e r i n g 
v a l u a b l e 
rarities. Any 
collector who 
has completed 
the standard 
set of a type or 
series now has 
an opportunity 
to broaden the 
scope of that 

collection.

Visit krausebooks.com for more information.



MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint ErrorS

MIKE BYERS INC
8545 W Wa r M Spr i ng S r d,  St E a- 4 #340,  la S VE g a S ,  nV 89113

MIK E@MIK EBYERS.COM |  714 -914 - 6415

Gold Obverse Trial Strikes
World-Class Numismatic Rarity

Matthias II - Holy Roman Emperor
c.1612 Gold Coronation Medals

Matthias II and Anna
German States - Frankfurt am Main

Plate Coins in Forschner
Forschner #34.1 Gold & #34.3 Gold

PCGS MS65 and MS64
1 of Only 2 Known Sets

$100,000



jimscoins.net
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What are Pattern Errors?
Major mint errors on United States patterns are extremely rare. There are a few 
known broadstrikes, double strikes, off-centers and off-metals.

Pictured above is a unique and spectacular mint error, a proof pattern off-
metal. It was struck on a copper nickel planchet instead of a silver planchet. It’s 
composition is 76% Cu and 24% Ni, which is copper-nickel. It weighs .99 grams. 
PCGS certified it Proof-65. The planchet was smaller than the intended size and 
was also broadstruck. It is the only known copper-nickel Standard Silver Dime 
in the entire 1869-1870 series, from Judd #837 through Judd #872. The official 
Standard Silver Dimes were struck in silver, copper and aluminum.
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2021 Coin Shows

Visit Mike Byers at the following shows:

May 26 - 28
PCGS Members Only Show

Bellagio Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada

June 16 - 18
PCGS Members Only Show

Bellagio Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada

July 14 - 16
PCGS Members Only Show

Venetian / Palazzo
Las Vegas, Nevada



Buying & Selling Rare Coins
• Certified by PCGS & NGC
• Rare U.S. Gold Coins
• U.S. Patterns & Die Trials
• U.S. & World Major Mint Errors

MIKE BYERS INC
MIKEBYERS.COM

U.S. & World Major Mint ErrorS

MIKE BYERS INC
8545 W Wa r M Spr i ng S r d,  St E a- 4 #340,  la S VE g a S ,  nV 89113

MIK E@MIK EBYERS.COM |  714 -914 - 6415

Mike Byers is a World Renowned Expert on U.S. & World 
Major Mint Errors and an Award Winning Author

He literally “wrote the book” World’s Greatest Mint Errors, which received the 
Numismatic Literary Guild’s award for Best World Book. He is the publisher & 
editor of Mint Error News Magazine & Website which is widely regarded as the 
most informative and comprehensive resource for Major Mint Errors. He was an 
ANACS consultant for Major Mint Errors and has written articles for the Coin 
Dealer Newsletter. Mike Byers and his discoveries have been featured on the front 
page of Coin World numerous times. Mike Byers Inc carries a multi-million dollar 
world class inventory of major mint errors, die trials and numismatic rarities. 
His extensive personal collection of major mint errors is being authenticated and 
certified by NGC and designated on the insert as THE BYERS COLLECTION.


